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Dear Ladies
and Gentlemen

Shots and Pipedream agree
upon further collaboration
T hre e a ddit io n a l ye a rs fo r t he ir dis t ribut io n agreement

It has been all over the media, so
you probably heard that E L James,

Beneden-Leeuwen, The Netherlands - Both par ties announced,

the best-selling author of the Fifty Sha-

that their marketing agreement is going comtinue for three

des of Grey trilogy, is at it again. She

more years. „Pipedream is one of the biggest manufacturers

has written a new book that had its

in the world and growing ver y fast within the Shots assor tment.

English-language debut on June 18.
It is called “Grey“, and it tells the wellknown love story through the eyes of
Christian Grey. While the novel has
yet to be published in many markets,
a look at the best-seller lists and preorder charts leaves little doubt that
this latest instalment in the Grey series
will be able to replicate the success
of the popular trilogy. Literary critics

Oscar Heijnen (Shots) and Nick Orlandino (Pipedream Products)
lo o k f o r w ar d to thr e e mo r e f r uitf ul ye ar s

may turn up their noses at this retelling

and Christian, and sceptics may ar-

W

innovative products from this

Fetish Fantasy line. According to him,

gue that E L James is just trying to

company, so it’s very crucial to keep

this brand is unrivaled in its sector and

strike the iron while its still hot, but one

them on board”, said Shots CEO

a bestseller in the Shots range of pro-

fact is undisputed: The success story

Oscar Heijnen. Pipedreams CEO Nick

ducts. „Apart from that I think that the

of the Fifty Shades of Grey brand will

Orlandino pointed out, that Shots as

volume of new releases by the various

continue, and demand is unbroken.

a company which has shown rapid

brands is an absolute winner“, Oscar

The fact that the video release of the

growth in the last years is an impor-

continues, „our customers really like

first film has dominated the sales

tant part of Pipedreams distribution

to buy walls and planogramms.“ Fur-

charts across the globe pretty much

network in Europe. „Shots offers great

thermore the dutch manager com-

speaks for itself. For the erotic market,

customer service and they have a

pliments Pipedream's packaging,

that is great news because industry

solid sales team. They are fast to

which he thinks is the best in the world.

and trade can continue to benefit

market, aggressive, and they carry

It is no surprise, that Oscar and his

from the Fifty Shades phenomenon

the entire Pipedream line“, said

team anticipate the revenue for the

– in the short term, in the medium

Orlandino. That means, that Shots

brand to double. „We see big growth

term, and in the long term. However,

distributes the whole range of the

potential for 2016 and 2017!“ he

as always, success stands in direct

US-manufacturer and will have all of

makes clear. Of course this depends

correlation to preparation. The trade

their innovations available. „The

on the future products and innovati-

members have be proactive and

Pipedream brand has proven itself

ons, which will influence the returns,

make the most of this giant wave

and we have committed ourselves

but the trust that Shots places in Pipe-

created by Fifty Shades of Grey.

to carry all the new products they

dream is unbroken: „Pipedream is our

release, which I think any store or

number one in sales on the distribution

Shots customer should do the same“,

side. More important than that is

advises Oscar Heijnen.

difficult to top“, Oscar concludes.

of the relationship between Anastasia

That's it for this month!
Matthias Poehl

e expect many new and

He is especially impressed by the
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Fleshlight’s Summer Discounts
10 % o f f o n J e s s e Ja ne , T e a ga n Pre s le y & T e ra Pa t ric k ’s p ro duc t s
Sevilla, Spain - July comes with 10% off on Jesse Jane, Teagan Presley & Tera
Patrick’s products because this is their month of bir th. Besides this, Fleshlight
offers extra 10% discount on Flight products and 10% on Fleshjack range.
Regarding new products, in early July the Fleshlight GO will be launched.

T

his is a small version of the

vagina and black case; and Fleshlight Go Torque:

standard

but

with a neutral clear orifice and clear case. Both versi-

Fleshlight,

lighter & more discrete. Made

ons might be bought together with a Fleshlube Water

with the SuperSkin material, its

lubricant & Fleshlight Wash cleaner in a combo pack

case has been designed such

further on. In order to promote the Fleshlight GO, the

as those of the Fleshlight range

company will launch another offer “buy 11 GO pro-

(black & ice will be available), although

ducts, get 1 free”. Apart from this, Fleshlight also have

their size is similar to the Flight’s cases. Two versions

planned releasing the new Electra lub in the coming

will be available: Fleshlight Go Surge: with a pink

months. This is a special Carmen Electra’s lubricant!

Batteries are so 2014, it’s all
about USB-powered pleasure

A

lmere, The Netherlands - The future of pleasure is

here: iSex by Pipedream is now available at Scala

Playhouse. This innovative line of USB-powered pleasure
devices makes batteries a thing of the past. Just plug
the iSex pleasure provider into the USB-port of your
computer, mobile charger, or even car charger and
you’re ready to have fun! The ready to order iSex
collection offers a range of USB-connected toys; including
bullets, strokers, nipple clamps and even a massage kit.
This ultimate all-in-one iSex Massage Kit is a very modern
way to please yourself or your partner. The set includes
the iSex vibrating bullet and 3 exciting screw-on
attachments. The attachments vary in shape and texture,
allowing you to experiment and switch them accordingly
to your desired stimulation. Be
stroked, probed and massaged by
simply plugging your iSex bullet into
a USB-outlet. All the iSex designs are
compact, pleasurably powerful
and travel-ready thanks to their
discreet size and appearance.
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Lovehoney's Fifty Shades of Grey beats Star
Wars and Maleficent to top licensing award
LIMA
Bath, England - UK sex toy manufacturer, Lovehoney, have been celebrating af ter winning
a top licensing award at the 2015 LIMA Awards in Las Vegas mid June. The online retailer’s
Fif ty Shades of Grey The Official Pleasure Collection beat off stiff competition in the categor y ‘Best Film, Te levision, or Enter tainment Live Action Licensee for Hard Goods’.
are genuinely the 'Oscars' of

proved by author E L James back in

licensing and we’re immen-

2012. In 2014, the sex toy company

sely proud to have received

sold one million units of the Fifty Sha-

this award. It just goes to show

des of Grey Official Pleasure Col-

that all of the hard work that

lection. As well as The Pleasure Col-

went into this exciting col-

lection, Lovehoney also launched the

lection has paid off.” The sex

luxurious Red Room Collection earlier

toy

up

this year to tie in with the Fifty Shades

against the likes of JAKKS Pa-

of Grey movie. In recent weeks, Lo-

cific’s Maleficent product line

vehoney announced the latest in its

and Hasbro, with their Star

line of Fifty Shades merchandise with

Wars Inquisitor Lightsaber. Sla-

The Official Fifty Shades of Grey Play-

L

IMA, short for The International Li-

teford said: “I’m happy to say that

room Collection. The range includes

censing Industry Merchandisers’

the force was most definitely with us

six bedroom restraint pieces inspired

Association, is the leading trade or-

on this occasion.” Lovehoney secu-

by Christian Grey’s ‘Red Room’, all of

ganisation for the global licensing in-

red the exclusive worldwide licence

which come with a blindfold and a

dustry. Lovehoney Co-owner Neal Sla-

to design, manufacture and sell Fifty

Christian Grey ‘Do Not Disturb’ door

teford was in Las Vegas to pick up

Shades of Grey sex toys, bondage

hanger. The items are available from

the award and said: “These awards

items and pharmacy products ap-

distributors from July 2015.

Happy winner:
Neal Slateford, Lovehoney Co-owner

company

were

Crowdfunded couples vibrator ‘Slaphappy’
now available in the E.U.
follows inventor Brian Sloan’s successful

Autoblow 2 for men, I wanted to

launch of his blowjob machine, the

make

Autoblow 2. Slaphappy is a 16,5 cm-

because I like women. If I had a va-

waagdijk, The Netherlands - Four

long bendable waterproof clitoral and

gina, I wouldn’t enjoy the fact that I

months

its

G-spot vibrator made of medical-

had to buy 10 different vibrators to

Slap h a p p y i s a be n d a bl e

something

for

women,

waterproof clitoral and G-spot vibrator

Z

after

reaching

on

grade silicone. Because its flat, it can

get the job done. So I made

Indiegogo.com, couples vibrator ‘Sla-

also be used as a spanking

something that rolled the functionality

phappy’

for

implement! Slaphappy runs on 2 AAA

of a drawer full of vibrators into one

European resellers from distributor

batteries, is virtually silent, and retails

small toy”, said Sloan. For more

Eropartner Distribution. Slaphappy

for 49,95 euros. “After launching the

information, visit Slaphappy.com

crowdfunding
is

goal
now

available
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New love toys for HIM that provide
stimulation during erotic sex games
Orion Wholesale
Flensburg, Germany - New love toys especially for men from the label you2toys
are now available from Orion Wholesale. These selected products have been developed in co-operation with the erotic specialist’s designers and product managers, as well as external designers and are delivered in promotional packaging.

T

he “Foreskin Sucker” is placed directly onto the glans

is pulled over the penis until it reaches

and provides specific stimulation, thanks to the

the bottom of the shaft and the prostate

vacuum that “sucks” the foreskin. The vacuum is created

plug is placed in the anus, while the anal

by using the pump ball. Want more stimulation? Then

beads stimulate the perineum. “Black

New male products have been
adde d to the la bel you2t oys

the “Blow Job Master” will do the job! The sleeve with

Velvets” provide stimulation for HIM and

knobs on the inside is pulled over the penis, while the

HER: the soft, flexible penis sleeve with a lattice structure

additional suction cup with integrated hand pump sucks

and testicle ring is put securely over the penis, while the

the glans and drives HIM absolutely crazy. “Double

integrated mini vibrator stimulates HIS penis and testicles,

Devotion” provides a special kind of stimulation: the ring

as well as HER intimate area.

N E W S

Net 1on1 Wholesale
launched new website
1 on 1 w h o l e s a l e . c o . u k
Shoreham-By-Sea, England - Af ter a year of exciting development and testing, the brand
new Net 1on1 Wholesale website launched end of June. The ar rival of the new site is the
first of two, new major launches from the UK-based distributor this year, with the ‘Shop In A
Box’ tur nkey initiative launching shor tly af ter the ETO show also.

T

ony Gonzalez, Managing Di-

feedback from customers. We will

note; something that we feel adds

rector outlines some of the

now be offering an easy ordering

great value to our service and has

changes that have been made to

system whereby customers can

been requested by customers in

the site, “The new site, built entirely

opt to place an automated order

the past. It feels great to be able

on the Magento platform, will not

import via our API (Application

to provide an improved service to

only streamline the way visitors

Programming Interface). This will al-

our customers as well as grow the

navigate around the site, but will

low orders to be pulled in quickly

business, its capabilities and its

also

the

from the customers’ siteʼs back

presence online.” After the launch

usability and provide an easy-to-

end and supports the top 10

of the new site, Wholesale and

use experience for both our

popular eCommerce platforms,

Dropship customers are now able

Wholesale and Dropship custo-

including: Magento, Woocom-

to log-into their account from

mers

the

merce, Opencart, and Zencart. A

1on1wholesale.co.uk exclusively,

successes of the previous site, new

real timesaver! For our Dropship

providing

functionalities have been factored

customers, our system will now

ordering and processing stock,

into the new design, following

generate a customised dispatch

and avoiding any confusion.

drastically

alike.

improve

Building

on

a

central

hub

for

Discover the pleasures of
Anal Play with TOYJOY

A

lmere, The Netherlands - The

for lovers who want to start exploring

new Anal Play range by TOY-

the world of Anal Play. The Advan-

JOY Classics is an exciting selection

ced is suited for lovers who already

of anal pleasure providers in sleek

have anal experience, but want to

them up and you’re good to go!

shapes, soft materials and alluring

take it a step further. The Expert is,

Besides the butt plugs, the Anal Play

colors. This great collection of pre-

as its name suggests, suited for

range also includes two great anal

mium silicone toys is now ready to

lovers with a great knowledge of

stimulators: the Smooth Investigator

order at Scala Playhouse. The Anal

anal pleasure. The Pro, the largest

and the Cheeky Slider. Both designs

Play collection caters to all tastes

in the range of Bubble Butt Player

are made of a 100% pure silicone

and preferences. For example: the

plugs, is not for the faint-hearted

and come with an easy-to-remove

Bubble Butt Player is a smooth,

and provides maximum anal stimu-

ring for ultimate comfort. The Back-

great quality butt plug that comes

lation. All the Bubble Butt plugs are

door Explorer, a high-quality pro-

in four different sizes: the Starter is

made of a 100% pure silicone and

state stimulator, completes the Anal

a great plug at entry-level, perfect

feel smooth to touch. Just lube

Play collection.
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Topco’s new Rabbit Vibes
Collection now shipping
funzone
S i m i Va l l e y, U S A - To p c o i s p l e a s e d t o a n n o u n c e t h e i r f u n z o n e Ra b b i t V i b e s C o l l e c t i o n
is now shipping. The six, unique, TPR vibrators
feature strong and quiet motors, multiple
speeds and are priced to appeal to even the
m o s t f r u g a l c o n s u m e r.

“W

e’ve been perfecting

this line and are now

proud to have it in stock and shipping,” stated Michael Siegel,
COO of Topco. “The price points
for the entire line of our
funzone Rabbit Vibe Collection is sure to make them best
sellers both at the distributor level and for retailers.” The Dazzling
Delight rabbit boasts six speeds and is fully rechargeable via
the included USB cord and plug. The other styles, which are
battery operated, include DreamWings, Circle of Light, Clear
Insight, Love Me and Swoop, each featuring different designs
of clitoral stimulators on the shaft and modes of vibration and
rotation. Swoop is made of extra soft TPR, making it a great
alternative to more expensive silicone rabbit style vibrators.

Three new anal beads
by XxdreamSToys

W

adgassen, Germany - The S&T Rubber brand

XXdreamSToys has released its newest product,

called XxdreamSToys Anal Beads. The anal beads are
available in three different sizes: small (item number
700000256391), medium (item number 700000256392)
and large (item number 700000256393). More Information about S&T Rubber and its products
are

available

at

www.strubbi.com
and by phone (+49
(0)6834 – 4006 – 0).
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Pipedream targets product piracy
M a n u fa c t u re r h a s t e a m e d u p wi t h Pira c y S t o p s He re
Chatswor th, US A - In an effor t to combat the ever-growing piracy of pleasure products,
Pipedream has teamed up with Piracy Stops Here. “We’ve all been fr ustrated with piracy and
intellectual proper ty thef t – and when you’re on top, people are always going to rip you off,”
said Pipedream Chairman and CEO Nick Orlandino. “Pipedream’s commitment to the industr y
is unparalleled – we’re no strangers to being on the front lines and taking a leadership role
when it comes to defending our industr y. We’re optimistic about our new par tnership with Piracy Stops Here to make progress in destroying the scourge of piracy plaguing the industr y.”
ince 2010 Piracy Stops Here has

S

of pleasure products and trade-

facturers,” said Jeff Carter, Director of

reported and removed more than

marked infringement of consumer

Piracy Stops Here, Products Division.

8 million intellectual property infringe-

merchandise. The service protects

“The pleasure products side of the

ments. Last year the com-

products against trademark and

adult industry is just beginning to

pany launched a pilot

counterfeit infringement by monitoring

experience the piracy that the

program in coope-

and removing any infringing material

content side has suffered for many

ration with the Free

from ecommerce sites – be it

years. It's an honor to partner with such

Speech Coalition,

independent operators or the big

an iconic brand and help Pipedream

aimed at establis-

name e-tailers. “Piracy Stops Here is

bring brand control and distribution of

hing protocols to

delighted to add Pipedream Products

its products back under their exclusive

curb counterfeiting

to its roster of protected manu-

control, where it belongs!”

Shunga Erotic Art welcomes Linda Mclean

Nick Orlandino

M

ontreal, Canada - It’s now

biggest home parties company in

Vice President of Eau Zone Oils and

official; Linda Mclean joins the

Canada. Linda will be the key per-

Fragrances Ltd. Linda ex-

Shunga team as the Customer

son for any account support, orders,

plains: “This is definitely

Service representative. She will also

shipping, etc. “She is not only funny

a big change for

be part of the training department

and knowledgeable, she’s a great

me and a great

along Manon Vallée. Linda brings

asset to the team and will surely help

new adventure

17 years of experience in the

us with future sales and will pamper

that I’m enthusi-

industry as she was working for the

our customers” says Manon Vallée

astic to start.”
New at Shunga:
Linda Mclean

New at JOYDIVISION: Peter Goppelsröder

H

anover, Germany - The

fore he joined the German manu-

optimally support the trade. Thanks to

41

Peter

facturer he worked as a manager for

the optimization of our marketing we

Goppelsröder will be

Nestlé and accumulated over 14

will have even better success with this

responsible to im-

years of international experience in

in the future. Besides this, the profes-

plement the glo-

Scandinavia, Brazil and the USA. “We

sional experience and the know-how

bal marketing

decided to bring somebody new for

of Peter Göppelsröder are very valu-

strategy of JOY-

this important strategic position. It is

able for us, to further our global ex-

DIVISION. Be-

important for us as a manufacturer to

pansion,“ said CEO Oliver Redschlag.

year

old

12
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Orion Wholesale: New favourites
for sophisticated women
The “Snake Char me r ” is a small but p ower ful

you2toys

vibro-bullet with a G-spot tip that vibrates and rotates

Flensburg, Germany - New love toys from the you2toys label for
sophisticated women are now available from Orion Wholesale. These
selected products have been developed in co - operation with the erotic
specialist’s designers and product managers, as well as exter nal designers
and are delivered in promotional packaging. The “Snake Char mer” is a
small but unbelievably power ful vibro -bullet with a G -spot tip that vibrates
and rotates, thus producing stimulating waves.

T

button on the shaft is used to reduce

depths. Its 5 rhythms are adjusted by using the remote

the amount of air if it has been inflated too much.The

control on a cable. The vibrator “Pink Surprise” is a true

“AFE-Zone Massager” provides thrilling climaxes! This purple

vibro-lover that comes with an automatic inflating function!

vibrator with its narrow neck and thickened head with

The pink vibrator has a rabbit shaped clitoris stimulation

stimulating knobs was specifically designed to stimulate

arm with 4 vibration rhythms that are controlled by pressing

the A-spot (between the G-spot and the cervix). The seven

a button. The highlight: the vibrator has an inflating function

vibration functions, which are controlled using the buttons,

for extremely fulfilling moments of pleasure. A hidden

let HER experience unique feelings of pleasure.

his is how it can wriggle its way into a woman´s intimate
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Svakom , Swan Vibes, System Jo, Tabassum Promotion & Merchandising
GmbH, SMLOUNGE, TENGA Co., Ltd., Tesien ADD SL/ Nuei,
TOKYO DESIGN (H.K) Co., LIMITED, TONGA BV, Topco Sales /
WSM Investment LLC, Transtumm International, Turkuaz Medikal Ltd. Sti,
UM Products Limited, UTOO Toys Company, Viaxi, Vibe Distribution,
Vitenza Ltd, VPS Film-Entertainment GmbH, We-Vibe,
Wenzhou Shergbo Technology, Wet International, Wicked Sensual Care,
Wingpow International Ltd, Xgen Products, Xiamen Pinghong exhibition Co. Ltd,
XR Brands, YESforLOV, Yiwu sunspice lingerie company limited, Zemalia,
ZHONGSHAN JINSAN, Zini Co.Ltc, Zorba International

*as at July 2015

Contact:
Mediatainment Publishing
eroFame GmbH
Große Kampstraße 3
D 31319 Sehnde
Germany
Tel: +49(0)5138 60 220 - 14
Fax: +49(0)5138 60 220 - 29
hlutz@mptoday.de
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Electra Stim presents survey findings
E lec t r o S e x - Se x T e c h Ge e k e ry o r Kin k y Pla y?
Stanstead Abbotts, England - Electra Stim has conducted a sur vey about the usage of
electro sex tech, that suggests, that the technology may outgrow its roots in the fetish
m a r ke t . T h e a n o n y m o u s m a r ke t r e s e a r c h i n c l u d e s s a m p l e a n s w e r s f r o m 1 0 6 p a r t i c i p a n t s
i n t h e E l e c t r a S t i m M a y 2 0 1 5 G e n e r a l S u r v e y.

T

he focus was to gain a better understanding of the

interested in vaginal toys - so either boys are misusing our

sexual desires of those who use or are interesting in using

vaginal toys or there's a good proportion of electro sex

erotic electrostimulation sex toys. 72% of participants

fans buying toys for a female partner. Nearly 18% of

identified as being male and 19% as female, 9% had an

participants said their dream sex toy purchase was a work

alternative preference or declined to answer. This indicates

of science fiction. The top sci-fi fantasy toy was a sex robot,

that men are presently more interested in electro sex than

with just over 11% wishing for their own android sex partner

women. Interestingly, almost 57% of participants were

or cyber dominatrix. Next up was virtual reality sex, with
Oculus Rift and Star Trek’s Holodeck name checked as
perfect platforms. Being a sex toy survey, these results are
naturally higher than they would be in a non-sex-toy
environment, but they still give a good overview as to how
sex tech fans split their time in the bedroom. Further
information can be found at the ElectraStim Survey Page.

Swan Secures deal with
massive Chinese retailer

T

oronto, Canada - Swan is pleased

to announce that it has inked a

deal to have the Swan Collection
sold to end users in China through
another large national retailer. With
locations across the country, the
large chain has picked up each Swan style for sale in its
high-end stores. Swan is already for sale in China through
many retailers, and Swan welcomes this opportunity for
more reach in the booming Asian marketplace. “I’m really
pleased that more store owners are seeing the benefits
that Swan can have for both their business and their
customers. It’s great to see the Swan brand becoming
more available and easily accessible to customers in that
market” says Steve Bannister, President of Swan.
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Update your summer
assortment with KissMe
F u n , p la yf u l a nd s e x y de s i g n s
Get ready for a seductive summer with KissMe
lingerie; it offers a great selection of fun,
playful and sexy designs that will instantly raise
a n y l o v e r ’ s t e m p e r a t u r e ! B r o w s e t h e exc i t i n g
collections and update your summer assor tment with these high-quality lingerie choices.

K

issMe offers something for every

woman; whether she wants to

dress up in a naughty costume or
fancies a delicate cover-up like the
Grace in Lace kimono. The alluring
Grace in Lace kimono is the perfect way to add an extra
layer of seduction, yet be revealing on a warm summer day.
This design is made of soft floral lace and comes in the colors
red, black, white and purple. The kimono features beautiful
scalloped butterfly sleeves and includes a matching satin
sash and thong.The Grace in Lace kimono is just one of the
great - ready to order - lingerie choices by KissMe: the
high-quality lingerie brand that offers flirty, wearable and
affordable lingerie choices to compliment every shape and
size. Browse the entire KissMe lingerie and hosiery assortment
online at Scala Playhouse via www.scalaplayhouse.com.

Nomi Tang signed a distribution
agreement with Grutinet S.L.

V

alencia, Spain - Nomi Tang has signed a distribution

agreement with Grutinet S.L. for distributing the line’s pro-

ducts in Spain. The whole line of Nomi Tang’s products is available at the distributor's warehouse, ready to ship within 24
hours. Martin, Nomi Tang’s overseas marketing manager says
“I am very glad to cooperate with Grutinet S.L., which is a
company with lots of experience in e-commerce. Since Grutinet is a well established and experienced distributor in Spain,
we are glad to use their expertise and quality service to satisfy
our Spanish Nomi Tang customers. I believe Nomi Tang and
Grutinet will have successful cooperation
over the coming years.”

17
Nomi Tang – In Spain now available at Grutinet
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eroFame targets new records
October 7th to 9th
H a n o v e r, G e r m a n y - I n i t s s i x t h y e a r t h e b 2 b t r a d e c o n v e n t i o n
eroFame wants to score a new exhibitor record. Roughly 180 exhibitors
have booked a booth at the fair in hall 27 of the Hanoverian Expo grounds
four month before opening day already. Two thirds did so in the first quar ter of 2015. Over
70 percent of the total exhibition space of 15.000 square meters are therefore booked up.

T

he organizers expect a growth in exhibitors around 20

retailers as well as buyers, who travel to Hanover from

percent in comparison with the previous year. „With

October 7th to 9th, will be presented with a wide array of

2.517 registered visitors from retail and distribution as well

products on this years eroFame. The portfolio of the

as 202 exhibiting companies and their 1.200 representati-

exhibiting companies includes products and innovations

ves, we recorded a clear plus in 2014 when compared

that reach from love toys and lingerie to fashion, consum-

with the previous years“, said Wieland Hofmeister, mana-

ables and cosmetic products. The admission is free of

ging director of Mediatainment Publishing eroFame GmbH.

charge for retailers of erotic goods as well as the lunch on

He expects to surpass the growth of last year this time: „The

the three days of the fair, the shuttle service to and from

eroFame will reinforce its position as the leading b2b fair

the partner-hotels and the entry to the Oktoberfest-party on

for the international erotic market in 2015.“ International

October 8th. Further information at www.erofame.eu

You’ll never forget
your first Crush

A

lmere, The Netherlands - New

at Scala Playhouse:
Pipedream’s newest
range

Crush.

This

18-piece collection
of beautiful massagers is made from premium silicone. It offers
massagers in various shapes and textures; from sleek
and straight to ribbed and curved. The new Crush
range is a high-quality, affordable choice that offers
your consumers a great selection of thrilling pleasure
providers. Each vibe in the Crush collection features
10 powerful pulsation patterns and is completely
body-safe and waterproof. The range offers a choice
between 3 different sizes and 6 different colors;
meaning there is a right vibe for every lover in the
collection. Each product has its own unique silhouette,
yet all vibes feature the same beautiful designaesthetics and feminine, entry-level look and feel.
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pjur distributes “Safe
Sex Kits” in New York
Suppo r t i n g t h e b a t t l e a g a i ns t H I V / A I D S
New York, US A - pjur group US A and the nonprofit organization Act Up distributed "Safe Sex
Kits" to passers-by on the New York subway. pjur
group USA provided several thousand pjur
Original samples, which were distributed along
with a condom in the subway stations.

T

he Act Up organization has been active in the battle

against HIV/AIDS for 25 years and has had great impact

on HIV and prevention. Act Up is a diverse, non-partisan
group of individuals united in anger and committed to direct action to end the AIDS crisis. "For meeting the challenge of the AIDS epidemic and its crisis of conscience
with vigilant acts of political and cultural provocation – thereby giving voice to the essential creative will of our humanity." – This is Act Up’s mission. pjur group USA also regularly
supports campaigns and projects that are working to solve
the HIV/AIDS crisis. "pjur USA is very active in outreach in its
mission for sexual health and safety. We give out tens of
thousands of safe sex kits every year and are proud to be
donating to Act Up, a fantastic organization that has done
great outreach and helped millions”, says Richie Harris,
CEO of pjur group USA. The kits were also distributed at several Gay Pride parades in New York.

Swank exclusively
distributed by VPS

K

onken, Germany - VPS proudly announces the exclusive

distribution of the top US label Swank - well known all over
the world for its Big Tits series - throughout Europe from July!
24 exclusive
labels as well
as many other
labels and regular specials,
only at VPS –
Your partner in
Hardcore-Entertainment!
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The Screaming O
celebrates 10 years of buzzing business
S ex - p o s i t i v e m a n u f a c t u re r s e t s n e w p re c e de n t a ft e r a de c a de o f s t e a dy gro w th
Los Angeles, US A – The Screaming O is proudly celebrating 10 years of helping couples
connect and come together with a product line that has expanded exponentially since its
i n c e p t i o n . T h e c o m p a n y i s e m b a r k i n g o n i t s n ex t d e c a d e o f b u s i n e s s w i t h a f o c u s e d
manufacturing and marketing initiative dedicated to providing retailers and consumers
with affordable and functional products that are fun to use.

T

respect – we couldn’t have made it

came in 2005 with the introduction

without each and every person

independent lab testing and accu-

of a simple stretchy vibrating ring that

involved,” The Screaming O President

rate packaging labeling. This dedica-

quickly caught the attention of sex

and Founder Justin Ross said.

tion also includes expanding into new

educators and women’s media, and

“Success can be subjective and

categories without losing focus on its

soon won the title of “Best Ring” at

come in many forms, but the key is

core mission to create fun, affordable

Women’s

magazine’s

to wake up every morning feeling the

and functional products. “Responsible

inaugural Sex Awards. This sex toy –

same sense of excitement that-

manufacturing, clear and correct

now known as the original Screaming

inspired me to create The Screaming

labeling, and accurate consumer

O Vibrating Ring – quickly inspired a

O in the first place. And that has been

education are three pillars to running

multi-category product line that

a driving force for me this year

a sex toy company that’s deserving

caters to the widest array of men,

especially, knowing the projects that

of consumers’ trust – and gaining that

women and couples with a bright

we have in development and the ta-

trust is imperative for sales,” Ross said.

and inviting vibe that consumers trust

lented team in charge of making it

“However each company wants to

and ask for by name. “As we

all happen.” With multiple industry and

define or handle that is their own

celebrate our 10-year anniversary, I

business awards under its belt, The

prerogative, of course, but we at The

look at my team and the network of

Screaming O rung in the 2015 New

Screaming O are proud to be setting

support we’ve developed over the

Year with an official emphasis on

a new industry standard as we enter

last decade with incredible pride and

responsible manufacturing and true

our next decade of success.”

he Screaming O’s initial success

affordable quality that includes

Health

One of the best-selling labels from Orion Wholesale:

New Silicone Stars
Smile in the sky of pleasure

“Silico ne Star s Smile ”

F

lensburg, Germany - “Silicone Stars

the door to new, tingling pleasure

specific plea-

Smile” is one of Orion Wholesale’s

experiences. Now the line has been

sure spots du-

best-selling labels. This is because

extended, once again, with further

ring foreplay

these love toys are full of life: their de-

pleasure giving toys that are a treat

or stimulating

sign is as beautiful as love and their

for the senses: the “Funky petrol Dol-

intimate areas

range goes from playful romance to

phin” and the “Funky pink Rabbit”. The

deep inside. The

crazy fun. The silicone toy’s highlight is

small vibro-animals with their silky soft-

special highlight and eye-catcher: the

its silky soft-touch surface – it provides

touch surface are ready for erotic

remote control with a decorative pat-

intense feelings of passion and opens

adventures, whether it is stimulating

tern on it and 7 quiet vibration levels!
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Every month a new
Orion Fachgeschäfte store in Germany
Openings & Reopenings
Bieber tal. Ger many - The Ger man erotic retail chain Orion Fachgeschäf te GmbH & Co KG
has opened or reopened a new shop ever y month since the star t of the year. Cur rently the
company r uns 150 erotic shops in Ger many.
T h e r e o pe n e d s t o r e in Sc hwent inent a l

T

he new shops are located in the
cities Berlin, Plauen and a

specialized fetish-shop in Dortmund. Also the biggest EastHessian city Fulda as well as
Schwentinental-Raisdorf near Kiel
were among the lists of new or reopened shops. At the end of June
the Orion shop in Zwickau will aggrandized. „The modifications and
enlargements of the shops floor
space will secure the economic
future in the years to come,“ said
Orion spokesperson Jens Seipp.

A new book by E L James

L

ondon, England - The new book,

His world is neat, disciplined, and

titled Grey, is been published in the

empty—until the moment that Anas-

UK on June 18th —a date that devo-

tasia Steele stumbles into his office.

tees may remember as Christian’s

What is it about her that captivates

birthday. Since the publication of Fifty

him? Why can't he forget her? He is

Shades of Grey in 2011, thousands of

swept up in a storm of emotion he

readers have written to James reques-

cannot comprehend and cannot

ting Christian's POV. On the opening

resist. “Given the secrecy and imme-

page of Grey: Fifty Shades of Grey as

diacy of the publication, we've worked

Told by Christian, James writes, “This

hard to ensure that the book will be

book is dedicated to those readers

well represented in the retail market-

who asked…and asked… and as-

place on June 18th.” said Tony Chirico,

ons in the history of book publishing.

ked… and asked for this.” In the new

President of the Knopf Doubleday

Like the earlier books in James's trilogy,

work, she will offer her fans the oppor-

Publishing Group. The Fifty Shades

Grey will be published in original trade

tunity to see the world of Fifty Shades

trilogy—Fifty Shades of Grey, Fifty Sha-

paperback format and as an eBook.

anew through the eyes of its intriguing

des Darker and Fifty Shades Freed—

Audio and Spanish language editions

and enigmatic protagonist. Readers

has reached worldwide sales of more

will also be available. Grey is been

know Christian as someone who exer-

than 125 million copies, and become

published simultaneously by Penguin

cises control in all aspects of his life.

one of the most successful publicati-

Random House UK on June 18th.
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Successful Vendor's Show for pjur
Erotic Fantasy
Wasserbillig, Luxembourg This

year’s

Ve n d o r ’ s

Show

held by pjur’s par tner Erotic
Fantasy in Russia was the
biggest yet: No fewer than
150 buyers and shop owners
and more than 200 visitors
flocked to the in-vogue ar t
gallery MOD Design in the
hear t of Moscow to find out
more about the distributor’s

Wit h 15 0 b uyers a nd ret a ile r s this ye ar 's
V end ors Show w as the bigge st y e t

T

product por tfolio.

he pjur stand was a huge draw for the guests, with

fair. “It was a fantastic trade fair and we’re delighted

pjur’s innovative products and marketing materials

that we can look forward to a long-lasting partnership

proving a resounding success right across the board.

with Erotic Fantasy in Russia,” said Alexander Giebel,

pjur group also sponsored one of the coveted Red Lace

founder and CEO of pjur group. “We’re expecting loads

Awards scooped by the best clients at the in-house trade

of orders and are already excited about next year!”

Standard Innovation
acquires Laid

O

ttawa, Canada - Standard Innovation is pleased to

announce the acquisition of Laid AS, the Norwegian

designer and manufacturer of the Laid brand sex toys.
Laid creates sensually refined toys of superior quality for
men, women and couples, using body-safe, reliable
materials and responsible manufacturing and packaging. “Laid’s well-designed, premium-quality products perfectly compliment the We-Vibe brand,” said Frank Ferrari,
president of Standard Innovation. “Laid co-founders Line
Andersen and Karianne Ellekrans, have built a strong
foundation for the brand and have an excellent reputation
in the industry. I am incredibly pleased to have them join
the Standard Innovation team.” Laid products, including
penis rings, dildos and vibrators made of silicone and stone
are available to distribution partners since June 3, 2015.
The full product line can be viewed at laid.no. Retailers
can find a Laid distributor in their territory at laid.no/map or
by contacting their Standard Innovation/We-Vibe sales
representative. For more information on Laid products
retailers should contact Standard Innovation at customercare@standardinnovation.com or +1-613-828-6678.
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The three new pot-themed

Kheper Games
announces three new pot-themed games
game s f r o m Khe pe r G ame s

Wacky Tobacky Comparisons, THC and Lords of Cannabis
S e a t t l e , U S A - K h e p e r G a m e s , I n c . i s exc i t e d t o m a ke a t w o - p a r t a n n o u n c e m e n t . N e w
games are being released and will for mally be launched at ANME. They are pot-themed
games: Wacky Tobacky Comparisons, THC and Lords of Cannabis. These games also will
be featured in an independent movie released in August, Dude, Where’s my Fer ret?
acky Tobacky Comparisons is a

W

reach the Marijuana Clinic first. Lords

mes much more acceptable, and in

game of wacky questions and

of Cannabis is a redesigned classic

many states legal, so do products that

answer match-ups. Compete with

for Kheper Games, Inc. that is back

cater to this theme. The growth in this

other players to submit answer cards

by popular demand. It is a strategic

area - pun intended - has been as-

to fill-in-the-blank statements to come

game where you compete to grow

tounding. We highly recommend that

up with the wackiest answers possi-

the most cannabis. Players can thwart

stores and websites add this type of

ble. THC, The Game is a psychedelic

your efforts by blocking your plantation

product into their adult games secti-

game of pot-themed challenges.

expansions with theirs, or they can sick

ons.” In addition to these titles, Kheper

Compete in pot-themed dares and

a sheriff or mob boss on you. “Pot-

Games, Inc. also sells a Weed! Card

challenges while traveling around the

themed games have transitioned

Game, Deluxe Weed! Double-Deck

trippy board through such places as

dramatically recently, from being a

Card Game, a Potleaf Ashtray, and a

Mount

Bong

quieter part of our line to now one of

Seeds in the Potleaf mental challenge

Meadows. Take shortcuts if you land

the most popular,” explains CEO Brian

game for one. Kheper’s pot-themed

on The Path of Righteousness or Lea-

Pellham. “The change is of course all

games do not instruct their players to

ping Lilibuds and win the game if you

around us. As marijuana use beco-

use marijuana while playing them.

Smokemore

and

The new Pubic Enemy No2 cock cage:
electrifyingly good

A

sinful shame. The design is a

Scala Playhouse: the Pubic

must-have novelty for any mistress or

Enemy No 2 cock cage by quality

master; it comes with a firm lock and

brand Mystim. This sleek, transparent

key allowing them to take full control.

case comes with a teasing electrosti-

The transparent cock cage can be

mulation function, adding an instant

individually adjusted in 4 lengths and

spark to your BDSM play. The Pubic

the diameter in 6 steps, to enable a

Enemy No 2 features an urethral

custom-fit. The urethral sound and

case, a detailed instruction manual

sound and 3 conducting surfaces:

conductive surfaces can also be

and an engraved metal lock. A quirky

left, right and underneath the penis

removed (and later re-inserted) to

detail: a mistress or mister can insert

shaft. The various conducting surfaces

allow usage of the cage without

a personalized name plate into the

will make any submissive tingle, twitch

electrostimulation. The Pubic Enemy

holder of the cage with the text

and pulsate with burning desire or

No 2 comes with an elegant storage

“hands off, this prisoner belong to … “

lmere, The Netherlands - New at
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The Screaming O sets new standard with
FDA-compliant Dynamo Delay Spray
Superior formula boasts 13% Lidocaine USP with superior margins than competition
Los Angeles, US A - The Screaming O has officially launched Dynamo Delay, the only FDAcompliant male genital desensitizer spray on the market to feature 13% Lidocaine USP
with a 35% more concentrated for mula than the market-leading competition. W ith an incredibly competitive pricing str ucture, Dynamo Delay delivers far superior margins while
providing a moder n and remarkably better option that consumers can tr ust.
delivering better margins. “Male

every box to give men and their

genital desensitizers have remained

partners another reason to trust Dy-

a top-selling category with little to

namo Delay for their intimate needs.

no innovation, so it was time to give

Of the handful of legal FDA-compli-

it the Screaming O treatment and

ant desensitizing products, very few

create a superior and more modern

are made using active ingredient

alternative to the leading brand on

Lidocaine – one of the most ef-

the market,” The Screaming O Ac-

fective chemical compounds used

count Executive Conde Aumann

for its numbing ability. First disco-

ynamo Delay is an over-the-

said. “Dyano Delay is fast-acting and

vered in 1943 by Swedish aanesthe-

Dynamo is available in 6 and 12 unit counter
display boxes

D

counter (OTC) human drug

clinically tested to provide safe and

siologists, Lidocaine was approved

product made in the USA with an

effective results with a formula

for medical use by the FDA in 1948

FDA-approved indication to treat

made according to the FDA’s strict

and since then remains one of the

premature ejaculation and slow the

drug protocols. Unlike most male

most studied and best understood

onset of orgasm. Using active

genital desensitizers on the market,

drugs on the market. Dynamo Delay

ingredient Lidocaine, Dynamo De-

consumers can find every Dynamo

is packaged in a metered dosage

lay provides a topical numbing

Delay package clearly labeled Li-

spray bottle with a child safety lock.

sensation with a higher concentra-

docaine USP, which ensures the drug

Available in 6 and 12 unit counter

tion that requires less product to pro-

meets the quality standards of the

display boxes, Dynamo Delay POPs

vide the same effects. Each bottle

United States Pharmacopeia, and

sit easily by the register or high-

of Dynamo Delay contains 50%

its national drug code (aka the NDC)

traffic areas of any store with a

more product with twice the number

prominently on the front. While not

small footprint. Custom marketing

of sprays at half the cost per spray

required, The Screaming O openly

materials, including signage and sti-

than the competition – all while

prints this important information on

ckers, are available upon request.

Get sensual with Swede

T

he Senze Massage Candles by

ritual, Teasing and Vitalizing. Choose

Swede are a warm, sensual way

one depending on your mood and

to seduce a lover. They are made

enjoy the fragrance of flowers, herbs

up of a blend of natural waxes,

and fruits it fills the room with. Once

butters, oils and extracts; carefully

liquefied, the Senze formula trans-

fragranced for a subtle, yet alluring

forms into a nourishing and hydra-

Candles come in beautiful, con-

aroma. There are various different

ting massage-oil with a silky smooth

temporary 150ml tin and have an

scents, such as Soothing, Blissful, Spi-

touch. All the Senze Massage

average burn time of 36 hours.
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ETO Show 2015
B2B-show in Birmingham inspires exhibitors and visitors

On June 28 and 29, industr y representatives and trade members in par ticular from the
United Kingdom flocked to ETO Show in Bir mingham, England. They took the oppor tunity to
infor m themselves about the latest trends of the trade and more than 50 exhibitors were
happy to present their products and innovations this year. Apar t from these stands, there
was also a catwalk where many companies presented their latest lingerie collections. The
B2B -show's concept proved successful once more, as it created an atmosphere that was
per fect for both, business and networking.

Several times a day fashion shows
t ook pl a c e on t he c a t wa l k

Tim Br o w n (Bathmate )
in action
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Aylin Ulloa is successful
with Viaxi on the british market

Hein Schouten, Oscar Heijnen
a nd Ba s Dr ie sse n (Sho ts)

Valentino Tolman (Topco)
presents the Twerking Butt

Michael Sonner (HOT) presented his
products at the booth of Scala

P r o ud w in n e r s: Mo niq ue Car ty
and Chloe Pearce (Nexus)

To masz Wilk pr e se nte d the
P o lish br and Le dapo l

Tenga’s Global Sales & Marketing
Manager Eddie Marklew

The Fleshlight duo:
M ig uel a nd Juan

33

Satisfied exhibitor:
Robert Karlsson (Drop of Sweden)

Angela Mustone (California Exotic Novelties)
and Timo Petersen (Orion)

De bbie and Richar d br o ught the
newcomer-brand Buff to Birmingham

EAN_07-15_32-34_ETO_Layout 1 01.07.15 12:45 Seite 3
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D ea n El l iot t (Sl iq uid) an d
M a t t hia s Poehl (EAN )

Rebecca Anniuk (System JO) in
conversation with customers

Symon Reeves (ABS Ho ldings) an d
C hris t op h Ho f man n (Mystim)

New a t St a rk D is tr ibutio n :
Ada m D u ra c k

Simon Griffiths and Karen Warnock aroused
great interest with their product LoveArc

Product training with Dana
DiValli (Ovo) at the booth of ABS

I mpr e ssiv e : the shar ed boot h
o f P ipe dr e am a n d S c a la

Dennis Jansen (Dusedo) introduces
new Cellblock13 products

Ke e n inte r e st at the
Ro cks-Of f bo o th
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Be where

the customer is
Combining online and offline
E v e r y c u s t o m e r i s d i f f e r e n t , a n d n o t j u s t i n t e r m s o f t h e i r p e r s o n a l s ex u a l p r e f e r e n c e s –
a l t h o u g h n a t u r a l l y, t h e s e p r e f e r e n c e s d e t e r m i n e w h i c h e r o t i c p r o d u c t t h e y a r e g o i n g t o
buy at the end of the day – but also in terms of where, when, and how they want to shop
for erotic products. Some people prefer the personal advice they get in a brick and
mor tar store, and to these people, a sales conversation is a natural par t of the shopping
ex p e r i e n c e . O t h e r s p r e f e r t o l o o k f o r i n f o r m a t i o n o n t h e i n t e r n e t b e f o r e t h e y v i s i t a n
o n l i n e s t o r e t o p l a c e t h e i r o r d e r. A n d b e t w e e n t h o s e t w o c o r n e r s t o n e s o f t h e s p e c t r u m ,
t h e r e a r e l o t s a n d l o t s o f n u a n c e s . S o, i f y o u d o n ' t o f f e r y o u r p r o d u c t s o n s o m e o n e ' s p r e f e r r e d s a l e s c h a n n e l s , w h y s h o u l d t h e y e v e n c o n s i d e r g e t t i n g t h e i r s ex t o y s , e t c . f r o m
y o u ? I t i s ex t r e m e l y i m p o r t a n t f o r t h e e r o t i c t r a d e i n g e n e r a l a n d s m a l l e r s h o p s i n p a r t i c u l a r t o p u r s u e a m a r ke t i n g s t r a t e g y t h a t c a t e r s t o t h e v a r i e d p r e f e r e n c e s o f t h e c o n s u mers - online as well as offline.

exclusive

U

tilising several channels for marketing purposes

Put differently: Few people have a desktop computer

is not a modern invention. As a matter of fact,

in their bedroom, and even fewer will get up and

it's about as old as trade itself. Only, in times of mobile

start it up if they have just used a sex toy that didn't

and e-commerce, it has taken on a wholly different

live up to their expectations and they are now looking

dimension. As the consumers spend more time on-

for a better alternative. If there is a smartphone or

line, the trade is forced to become more active in

tablet on their bedside cabinet, however, there is a

that sphere as well. Some people have realised this

very realistic chance that they will pick it up. More

early on and have adapted to the development as

than half of all mobile phone owners have it next to

it was still picking up steam. Take Tapio Ruppa, for in-

their bed at night, so checking mails or surfing the

stance, the owner of Antishop in Finland, who already

web from under the sheets is perfectly normal today.

went online with his web shop in 2000. “It was a pri-

And of course, smartphones are on their way to be-

mitive version and did not even have a shopping

coming the most popular source of information out-

cart. Customers would call us and tell us which pro-

side the bedroom as well.

ducts they wanted. That time was an interesting lear-

If you do not adapt to this trend and optimise your

ning experience.” Of course, consumers quickly be-

web shop for the requirements of mobile devices,

came more demanding, and if you go to antishop.fi

you are not only ignoring potential customers, but,

today, you will find a very modern home page that

worse, they will ignore you as well. It is never a good

looks terrific on any screen. After all, reaching the

thing to have people leave your site right away - if

consumer wherever she or he is is part and parcel of

they find it at all, that is. And it has become all the

a multi-channel strategy.

more important to have a mobile-friendly online shop
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since Google changed their algo-

owner of Dollhouse in Paris, doesn't

day, we are sending parcels to Los

rithms, placing more emphasis on

offer her entire lingerie range in her

Angeles, Rio, Melbourne…”

functionality for mobile devices as

online shop, but provides the users

a rating criterion.

with all the more information about

Apart from these two channels, so-

In this time and age, launching an

love and sexuality. This way, both

cial media have proven to be

online shop is easy, and given the

channels, the walk-in store and the

another pivotal platform over the

modern shop systems out there,

online shop, complement each

course of the past years as they

enterprise resource planning is not

other quite nicely. “Customers of-

provide a great means to reach

that difficult, either. But of course,

ten come in with screenshots from

out to the consumers. Most online

there is more to a well-rounded

our website. It is essential now to

users spend quite a bit of time in

multi-channel strategy, for instance

have an online store. It also gives

these networks, be it Facebook,

making sure that there is no direct

us a chance to increase our cus-

Twitter,

competition between the various

tomer base as we ship our pro-

Pinterest or more specialised sites

channels. Delphine Gaudy, the

ducts all around the world. Every

like LinkedIn or its international
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counterparts like Xing in Germany. Alas, this is also

customers. That said, you shouldn't forget to put the

where things can become a little difficult for shop

the shop front and centre. A Twitter profile or Face-

owners: There are virtually dozens of social media

book page that gets lots of clicks but fails to direct

networks on the web, big, omnipresent sites as well

attention to the walk-in store or online shop is missing

as smaller ones that appeal to more specialised

the mark. And this shouldn't be one-way street, either:

crowds. Trying to cater to all of them is not only nigh-

The user should be able to get to your social media

impossible but also pointless. Therefore, a shop owner

sites from your online shop, but you should also
have flyers and other offline materials

should think about the type of audience

in your store to draw attention to

he wants to reach before picking a

your online activities. By con-

few networks and focussing his

necting all your channels,

attention on those sites. The

you can minimise the

popularity of pretty much
every social network va-

possibility that a poten-

ries from target group to

tial customer might

target group, and also

end up in a dead

from country to country.

end when looking for

And don't underesti-

the right products –

mate small communi-

which would normally

ties: Trade members can

result in him or her turning to the competition

quickly gain a reputation

(if said competition has

as an expert in smaller,

a more inter-connected

more specialised forums and

presence or is easier to reach,

thus become more well-known

for instance due to better search

within that particular group. This also

engine rankings).

eliminates another problem the erotic trade
is faced with in several networks: presenting racy pro-

And lest we forget, there is another thing that is impe-

ducts or themes on a platform that is adamant about

rative in the world of social media: communication!

tame content. Facebook, for instance, has a habit

Everybody should know by now that social networks

of erasing images that feel to risqué or show too

are not just there so the users can communicate with

much bare skin. Other networks are much more liberal

each other and with the company; the company

in that regard.

also has to communicate with the users. So always

Instead of paying a little attention to many channels,

try to respond to questions and queries that pop up

it can be more effective to focus on a select few

on your social media pages. If a user has a question

and work them regularly. If you try to be present

and it remains unanswered, he is prone to look for

everywhere, the workload can become overwhel-

another source of information, and worse yet, other

ming very quickly. After all, you don't just want to be

visitors may turn their back to your site as well because

on a network, you want to present yourself in a way

an unanswered question can easily be interpreted

that speaks of quality – do things by halves, and the

as poor service. So retailers shouldn't waste this op-

followers and fans may quickly wander off. If you offer

portunity, especially since their expert knowledge of

your customers useful or entertaining content on your

the subject matter and products puts them in a clear

social media sites, they will definitely consider your

advantage here. Whether you lend advice to a con-

company the next time they decide to buy an erotic

sumer in the store or online, you can really make an

product, especially since you've already positioned

impression on them.

yourself as an expert on the matter within their social

Since we're on the subject, it is a fact that, even

media sphere. Such a reputation can create regular

though they go looking for information on the web,
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many consumers still prefer a personal conversation

many unique selling points.” But even though this is

to anonymous order forms on the internet. So we

the cornerstone of his business, he understands the

shouldn't be too worried that the erotic retail trade

necessity for greater diversity when it comes to mar-

may be replaced by apps and online shops in the

keting. “Every business has to recognise the need for

near future. Rebecca Thompson of Glamworld shares

a multi channel approach and we have invested

this opinion. “Our web site is just an additional service

heavily in our internet presence, together with a co-

to our business. People still love to visit an adult store

hesive social media presence. However, there is a

for the thrill and experience, and for the personal ad-

lot more work to do in that area and we need to

vice available,” she explains when asked about the

expand on the strong foundations we have laid.”

importance of e-commerce for her store in Dublin.
This way, customers from more rural areas get easy

There are many opportunities for brick and mortar

access to erotic products as well. As far as Rebecca

stores to benefit from the internet, apart from laun-

is concerned, the biggest problem is the price war

ching an online shop. The big question is: How should

that is a direct result of the shift toward the digital do-

you combine online and offline? One easy method

main. The online trade has been a growth market for

would be to offer the customers the option to order

years. In Germany alone, online turnover increased

products online and pick them up in the store. But

by 12% in 2014, as the German trade association

since most consumers consider it to be more com-

announced. In total, the Germans spent 43.6 billion

fortable to have the products delivered to their doors-

Euro on the internet. On a pan-European level, turno-

tep, the trade members should think about ways to

ver increased by 14.3% to 423.8 billion Euro, accor-

create an added value or benefit. Free delivery or a

ding to a study conducted by Ecommerce Europe,

little info sheet about for the purchased product might

an interest group of the e-commerce industry. Those

seem trivial, but such things can be very effective.

figures are impressive, no doubt, but they only ac-

One element that we'll definitely be talking more

count for 4.2% of the overall turnover. Or, looking at it

about in the future is geotargeting. Based on the lo-

from a different angle: More than 95 per cent of all

cation of the user, he will receive a voucher on his

purchases are still made in the stores, the malls, and

smartphone when he is near your brick and mortar

the shopping streets of Europe.

store – provided he has the right app on his phone.

So it's not at all surprising that Simon Prescott, the

As of yet, there are no such services that really cover

head of the Nice n Naughty retail chain, answers our

a large area and a lot of stores, but there are various

question about his strategy by explaining: “Nice n

pilot projects in Europe, most of them in the bigger

Naughty remains committed to the high street, belie-

cities. So as you can see, it always pays off to keep

ving we offer a real point of difference and have

an eye on the latest technological developments.
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Smells like sensuality
Th e w a y t o a m a n' s h e a rt i s t h r o ugh t he n o s e

What do the German railway company Deutsche Bahn and the US
penal system have in common? Wait, let me answer this question
before it gives rise to strange speculations: Both use scents to put
people – passengers on one side, inmates on the other – in a good
mood. Deutsche Bahn wants its passengers to take away a positive
feeling from their journey, not just remember the loudspeaker announcement “Thank you for travelling with Deutsche Bahn“, presented in wobbly English with a thick German accent, when they reach
their destination. Evoking positive emotions increases the probability
Ol i v e r G o t he ,
marketing & distribution, ecoaction GmbH

that the passengers will also board a train of Deutsche Bahn when
they embark on their next journey. In US prisons, on the other hand,

there is a scent of grapefruit in the air as it has a calming effect. The reasons are obvious –
too many men, many of them violent, locked in a confined space. The power of smells cannot
be underestimated. Or did you know that women using grapefruit per fume look slimmer to
men who smell this scent?
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and distribution at ecoaction GmbH.
Today, the corporate identity is
defined not only by the corporate
design, the corporate behaviour, the
corporate communication, the cor-

New from ecoaction GmbH:
Love Bubbles – aphrodisiac soap bubbles

porate

the

consensus is that we, too produce

corporate culture, but also by the

and emanate sexual pheromones,

corporate scent. “If people enter a

although the discussion about their

certain place, the smell plays a

potency and effect is still ongoing. It

major role in their first impression,“

may be that every human being

Oliver Gothe continues. “That is be-

responds differently, since people

cause often, people associate smells

also react very differently to aphro-

and scents with special memories.

disiac foods and scents, etc. “It has

For instance, the scents we associate

a great effect on some people and

with Christmas, i.e. cinnamon, fir

no effect whatsoever on others. It

needles, etc. evoke happy memo-

remains a fact, however, that scents

ries, and as a consequence, they

can reinforce certain responses and

create positive emotions.“ This pro-

that they have a positive effect on

cess takes place on a subconscious

your mood in certain situations,“

level, meaning that you can't simply

Oliver Gothe explains. ecoaction

decide not to react to smells for the

GmbH is harnessing this effect with

next three days. It just happens. “Be

their new and unique product, “Love

it positive or negative, all emotional

Bubbles“. As the name suggests, this

categories can be triggered by

product is all about aphrodisiac soap

smells. Just think of aroma therapy.“

bubbles. “Instead of boring the

Of course, smells and scents also

customers with yet another fragrance

work their magic if there is no direct

lamp, we chose to take a playful

connection to past experiences.

approach to the field of scent pro-

philosophy,

and

Everybody has their own, individual

ducts instead.“ Soap bubbles have

ex c l u s i v e

smell, and we all want to smell good,

an inherent advantage: They can be

M

any companies from various

for instance by using a certain

spread across a room quickly and

markets and industries use

perfume, because the way we smell

easily so the scent reaches every

scents to create positive emotions

can determine if someone we meet

nook and every corner. The bubbles

among their customers. And the

finds us likeable or not. Even fear or

consist of perfume oils and a special

same is obviously true for trade

stress can be smelled. And when

soap solution. “Finding the right

members: “Scents control emotions,

choosing a partner for a relationship,

formulation was quite laborious. If you

and emotions are an integral part of

pheromones can play a major role,

think that you can simply mix a scent

advertising. Therefore, many adverti-

although we cannot actually smell

and a soap solution, you're sadly mis-

sers add the sense of smell to the

them. While it is known that such

taken. That doesn't work!“, the head

mix, and even product designers in-

signalling substances are pivotal in

of ecoaction's marketing and distri-

clude scents when developing new

the mating cycles of insects and

bution department emphasises. The

products. There is proof that scents

other animals, scientists were not sure

“Love Bubbles“ are available from

and smells have a direct and very

if these attractants also had an

ecoaction GmbH in their “felissima“

positive effect on sales,“ explains

impact on human sexual behaviour

collection, and the company also

Oliver Gothe, the head of marketing

for a long time. Today, the general

offers them as private label products.
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NEW: pjur med VEGAN glide
Sustainability, health, and quality

For vegan consumers, pjur group has now introduced a new personal lubricant made of
pure vegan ingredients and not tested on animals. Due to its special and unique qualities,
this product is bound to ramp up tur nover for the trade.

exclusive

Brand new: pjur med VEGAN glide, pjur med SOFT glide,
pjur med SENSITIVE glide, and pjur med pro-long serum

“V

egan” has become an important catch-

phrase for consumers. Nowadays, almost

everyone knows that “vegan” stands for sustainability
and the choice to consume and purchase only products that are free from animal ingredients.
The number of customers who live a vegan
lifestyle has also increased worldwide in recent
years. Special vegan products are well-established in the
food and cosmetics industries, and this trend has also

special consumer group to meet their needs," says Ale-

caught on in many other consumer areas: there are vegan

xander Giebel. The new product from pjur group enables

shoes and clothing, and some adult shops have also

business customers to build on the hype for sustainability,

been offering vegan products for some time now. “The in-

health and quality in order to enhance their commercial

creased demand for such products spurred the develop-

success. pjur med VEGAN glide and the three other new

ment of pjur med VEGAN glide, the new vegan personal

products that the company has introduced on the market

lubricant from pjur,” explains Alexander Giebel, Managing

this summer are the perfect response to current social

Director and founder of pjur group.

changes and the ideal complement to the existing pjur

The new product is made of vegan ingredients and was

product range:

not tested on animals. The formula also uses no fragrances,

These new target groups and the changes in consumer

parabens, or glycerin. The

behaviour will enable you to gain access to a new group

water-based pjur med VE-

of customers and boost your sales. With its new products,

GAN glide is pH-neutral and

pjur can now meet the increased demand for carefully

suitable for all skin types. Its

selected, pure ingredients in the premium personal lubri-

added moisture also offers

cant segment.

long-lasting lubrication. "The

The new pjur med VEGAN glide, pjur med SOFT glide with

development of this pro-

jojoba oil, and pjur med SENSITIVE glide with no additives

duct is an important step

are available in a 100 ml bottle, is available in a 20 ml

for us as a consumer-ori-

pump dispenser.

ented enterprise, as it now

And as always, PoS materials for all these products are

allows us to offer a per-

available for retailers from their pjur contact partner. The

sonal lubricant to this

products are available as of now. Since they are only

pjur med VEGAN glide is
wate r - ba s e d , p H - n eu t ra l , a nd s uit a b l e for a l l skin ty pe s

available in limited quantities at first, interested parties
would be well advised to place their orders immediately.
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Os c a r H eijnen. . .

“Now a dream has come true for us:
the American Dream!”

Shots America LLC is open for business

exclusive

S

hots' private brands have been available on the

So now you have your own facility in the US, complete with

American continent for a while, but when did you

warehouse and offices. Which advantages does that offer

start thinking about your own distribution company in

compared to a collaboration with local companies?

the United States?

Oscar: It changes pretty much everything! Evolved has

Oscar Heijnen: We have been selling our own products in

only distributed a small part of our product line-up over the

the American market for over three years now through our

last three years. Shots America LLC has taken over distribu-

distributor Evolved. The reason for not doing it ourselves

tion from Evolved as per May 15th 2015, and we have ex-

was because we never crossed paths with anybody we

panded the assortment from 280 items to a staggering

thought could do the job properly. When Ruben quit his

1900 SKU's! These will be be shipped directly from stock

position at Pipedream, everything changed. Now, a dream

from our own state of the art, 30,000 square feet (2800m²)

has come true for us: the American Dream!

warehouse in Santa Clarita, California. We can now supply
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...an d Rube n De itz

Shots first step to establishing a foothold in the American market is completed: On July
9 to 15, Shots America LLC will celebrate the official opening of the office and
warehouse in Santa Clarita, California. But of course, Shots mastermind Oscar Heijnen
and Ruben Deitz, the CEO of Shots America LLC, are already thinking about the next
steps, and we asked them about their plans for the American market.

all our existing and new clients in a su-

and a great showroom, thus giving

extremely long hours before we finally

per fast way, using our own online and

our customers a world-class experi-

arrived at the incredible results of

offline systems for the whole process.

ence!

which we are very proud! Thanks to
Ruben and his new, young American

I also believe that in order for Shots to
international

How long did it take to make this idea

team, and with help from my

powerhouse, we needed to develop

a reality? Which obstacles did you

European crew, I think we have built

a strong presence in the United States.

have to overcome along the way?

something impressive. The most diffi-

In my perception, the only way to

Oscar: We have set up this very large

cult thing about the whole process

really penetrate this market was to

company from scratch in less than

was our relationship with Pipedream. I

establish a base in the USA and open

three months! It was a very smooth

respect the company, the team, and

our own distribution centre with offices

process but we still had to work

especially Nick Orlandino. Due to the

become

a

true
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mutual respect and good communication, we are still very

adjust our business model a little bit. For this reason, we

good friends, just like before.

would also like to partner up with local distributors and not
go directly to the retailers like we do over here in Europe.

Is it right that Shots America will focus on your private
brands and increasing their popularity in America?

There are lots of US brands in the European market, but

Oscar: Yes, you are absolutely right! Shots America will only

not so many European brands in the American market.

distribute our eleven private brands which we have

Why is that in your opinion?

designed and manufactured ourselves. We have another

Oscar: I think the main reason why Shots is so unique is be-

six brands ready to be introduced soon, and they have

cause of the product range we manufacture ourselves. I

already have been very successful in other countries

don´t think there are many other companies like us here

around the globe. These are exciting times, so I am really

in the European market as we manufacture up to 1900

thrilled to see how the American market will welcome these

different products. Our assortment is almost as big as those

new products!

of the Big 5 manufacturers in America. By the way, there
are some smaller European brands active and successful

Given that your own brands have already been successful

in the USA as well.

on the American continent, what are your hopes and
expectations for Shots America? How much potential for

A familiar face is holding the reigns of Shots America:

growth is there for your brands in this market?

Ruben Deitz. Why is he the right man for this position? What

Oscar: We will offer a Shots assortment that is almost seven

does he bring to the job?

times bigger than before. Making a comment about the

Oscar: Ruben Deitz, the CEO of Shots America, was the

potential is a very difficult thing, but if this doubles our result

key component for me! Without his knowledge and expe-

I will already be a very happy man! We think it will get

rience, I would have never taken this huge step on my

bigger than that but we have to let the company develop

own. I am really honoured that he chose Shots over many

and grow at its own pace, like we did with our European

other opportunities he had when he decided to leave his

headquarters. Rome wasn't built in a day as they say, and

old position. Our cooperation feels very natural like we are

I like to do these things in a steady and well-structured way.

family, and we have known each other for decades!

How would you describe the markets in the US, Canada,

Have you already put together a team around Ruben?

Central and South America, and how are they different

What did the applicants have to bring to the table to be

from the European market?

considered for the team?

Oscar: Of course, the details are a little different, but in

Oscar: Currently, I am in LA every other week helping to

general they are pretty much the same. The biggest

recruit the team before the grand opening which will take

difference is the size of the markets as they are quite a bit

place from the 9th until the 15th of July at our facilities in

larger so we had to
T h e S h o t s A m e r i c a L L C . b u il d ing
in Santa Clarita, California
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.................
Shots America will
only distribute our
eleven private brands
which we have designed and
manufactured ourselves.”
– Oscar Heijnen
................................

“
The 2,800 square metre warehouse

Santa Clarita. To support Ruben, we are looking for a VP of

lingerie, games, lotions, and creams that are sold in over

Sales plus two Sales Executives plus a logistics team. We

50 countries through 3,000+ retailers and the leading

are going to announce shortly who will be joining our young

e-commerce websites.

Shots America crew.

I have over 25 years of experience in leadership,
manufacturing, sales, procurement, logistics, marketing,

So now you are adding one new third-party brand to your

merchandising, management, human resources, and

wholesale range each month, you have a growing range

finance. I am fluent in both Spanish and English, and I hold

of private brands, you are expanding into the American

a Masters Degree in Business Administration from San Diego

market, you are adding to your warehousing and logistics

University with Summa Cum Laude honours, I was selected

capacities in the Netherlands ... Would you agree if I said

to the Sigma Beta Delta International Honor Society in Busi-

that you are doing pretty much everything humanly

ness Management for recognition of high scholastic achie-

possible to ensure the success of Shots for years to come?

vement and to the Pinnacle Honor Society. Additionally, I

Oscar: The company is still growing, like it always has. It

hold several other degrees, including Associates in Arts De-

sometimes looks like we are achieving goals that nobody

gree in Public Administration, Economics, Business Admi-

has done before, but it’s just me and my wonderful team

nistration and Associate Degrees in Science, Accounting

doing the things that we are good at! I like to work hard

and Business Management with an emphasis in Financial

and think outside the box, and in this case it’s the opening

Services. Having joined Pipedream Products Inc., as their

of a big warehouse and offices on another continent. There

Vice-President in October of 2005, I became an integral

is never a dull moment in my life…. This is what we have

part of the company’s incredible success and rise to the

worked for over the last 10 years, and hopefully we will

top of the pleasure product industry.

continue to achieve our goals for many years to come!

Prior to joining Pipedream Products Inc., I was Project Director

Shots Europe is a pretty grown-up company now with a

for the consulting firm, George S. May International Co.,

perfect team to keep everything under control, which is

founded in 1925, the company had a 41,000 sq ft., world

good so I can focus my “workaholism” on our American

headquarters located in Park Ridge, Illinois and revenues

adventure. The question is: What’s next?

from consulting that exceeded $100 million dollars. I helped
restructure, consulted and oversaw over 50 projects during

Ruben, since when have you been active in the erotic in-

my tenure with the company.

dustry? Please, tell us more about yourself.
Ruben Deitz: I serve as CEO and President of Shots America

As of now, you are the CEO of Shots America LLC. How did

LLC and, most recently, served as Vice-President of

that come to pass?

Pipedream Products, the world’s largest manufacturer of

Ruben: I met Oscar in Australia on a Calvista Adultex event

pleasure products. Shots America's product portfolio consists

in the Hunter Valley approximately six years ago. Shots Me-

of about 1,900 SKU’s which include, adult toys, novelties,

dia was the sponsor of the Saturday Night Party (Medieval
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Themed). We met that day, and, ever since, we have

You know the American market like the back of your

remained very close friends. After I resigned from my posi-

hand. How much potential is there for the extensive

tion as Vice-President of Pipedream this past February, I

range of Shots' private brands?

gave Oscar Heijnen a call and the rest is history.

Ruben: I believe that the potential is incredible. We
have one of the largest assortments of products

What is your main motivation in this new job?

anywhere in the world. We have 1,900 SKU’s and only

Ruben: In order for Shots America to succeed in the

approximately 300 SKU’s have been introduced to the

Canadian, United States and Latin American market, we

American Market. This represents only 15% of our

must be a very efficient, smart and lean company. To do

product range.

so, we must develop unique and innovative products with
attractive packaging and reasonable prices. Also, it is my

What are the strong suits of the Shots brands? Why will

intention to continue to develop as a unique leader in this

they also be a success in the United States?

company and industry by coming to work with a smile

Ruben: Shots brands and products are unique in design,

and open mind that anything is possible.

functionality and materials. They have great packaging,
will bring great value to the consumers, will be easy to
merchandise both at brick

You have years of experience in the industry
under your belt. How will that help you with
your new challenges?
Ruben: It is about analysing the correct
data and making smart, educated
business decisions regardless of the industry.
The erotic industry is becoming more and
more mainstream and needs to set higher
standards in order to compete in an evergrowing and competitive environment.

.................
The erotic industry is
becoming more and more
mainstream and needs to set
higher standards in order to
compete in an ever-growing
and competitive environment.”
– Ruben Deitz
................................

“

and mortar stores and ecommerce sites, our quality
will be outstanding and our
customer service will be world
class. We will continue to
innovate and develop new
products in new and emerging markets.
Will it make your job easier

Which goals do you want to achieve in your new position

that the US market is already familiar with the Shots

as CEO?

private brands?

Ruben: - Encourage smart growth without being too

Ruben: Evolved did an absolutely great job of

conservative.

introducing our products to the American market but, it

• To create a communicative atmosphere to motivate

was only 15% of our entire product offering. Now, that

innovation.

we have a 35,000 sq. ft., state-of-the-art facility in Santa

• To delight our customers with superior customer service

Clarita, California, with over 5,000 sq. ft. of showroom

that will reflected in everything we do from purchasing

space, offices, conference room, new website and new

through distribution.

distribution channels, the challenges will be greater.

• Improve my understanding of our industry and our
competitors.

How does the US market and industry respond to the

• To expand our understanding of the business outside of

fact that a European company is now planting its foot

my functional silo.

in the door?

• Get closer to our customers and find out what they need

Ruben: I have only felt excitement and support from

and value.

everyone involved especially from our customer base

One of my favourite concepts while attending the University

because, the introduction of European designed

of San Diego was the teachings of W. Edward Deming,

products will set a new bar in quality and design. We will

“Continuous Process Improvement;” therefore, my main

do everything in our power to be a responsible

goal is to improve as a CEO every day.

corporate company.
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“Crowdfunding is a trend

can become a trend

J e l l e Pl a nt e n g a s e ek s t he s up p o rt o f bric k a n d mo rt a r s t o re s
Many producers and inventors resort to
crowdfunding

to

bankroll

their

ideas,

projects, and above all, product development. Jelle Plantenga, the creator and
m a s t e r m i n d o f t h e Ve l v ' O r b r a n d , h o w e v e r,
is

taking

another

path

to

create

retail-friendly packaging for his product
JBoa:

Instead

of

reaching

out

to

the

consumers to help with financing his p r o j e c t ,
he turns to the retailers for suppor t.
e xclusiv e

Y

ou are working on a new version of your product
Jboa, and you want to include the trade in the fi-

nancing of this new product? How is this going to
work, and why did you choose to take this route?
Jelle Plantenga: Yes, I am working on a new model
of the JBoa to make it more retail.-friendly for brick
and mortar stores. Unfortunately, many retailers believe it could be stolen too easily if they have it in
their stores so I came up with a very nice new packaging concept. For this adjustment, I need their help.
You might look at it as a crowdfunding project for
stores. So I am not asking a huge crowd of consumers
but just the stores that are currently selling the Jboa,
and of course, I'd also be very happy if others will
also join them. The reason why I choose this route is
because crowdfunding is a trend and I know that
shopfunding can become a trend as well.
Why is the trade the perfect partner for this project?
Jelle Plantenga is taking
a n ew p a t h w i t h s ho pfund ing

Jelle: Because the JBoa is currently out of stock
and many love to have it back in stock to offer it to
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and I know that shopfunding
as well.”
Jelle: I am offering them multiple
options to support me which can
be found at
www.velv-or.net/p/shopfunding.html
The JBoa packaging

They basically only have to fill in
the Google form and I will follow it
up.
Are there any risks for the trade
members? What do they get in
return for their contribution?
Jelle:

Nope,

because

I

am

confident I will reach my goal and
supply them with the product. In
return for their help, they will get a
discount or some products for free.
Who can interested trade members turn to?
Jelle: Directly to me, simply at
info@velv-or.com
What

are

your

expectations

regarding this financing model?
their clients. They, like me, love

the option to help

Jelle: Logically that many retailers

to make people happy with this

me out and supply the new

will jump in and help me out so I

great product.

version of the JBoa to their

can again supply them with the

clients first instead of me supplying

great JBoa.

With crowdfunding becoming

it to consumers.
Is there a deadline? How much

more and more popular, why did
you decide against launching

How can retailers become a part

longer

such a campaign?

of this project? How can they

members become investors?

Jelle: Well, because I wanted to

contribute, and is there something

Jelle: I hope to reach my goal by

keep it small and give the retailers

like a minimum contribution?

the end of June.
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“People are really looking
D e l p h i ne Ga u dy p re s e n t s he r Do llho us e in t he Pa ris ia n dis t ric t Le Ma rais

A place where questions are
answered and curiosity is
sated – that is what Delphine
Gaudy and Caroline Boitiaux
wanted to create and that is
what indeed they did create
when

star ting

their

store

Dollhouse in the hear t of
Pa r i s , p r e t t y m u c h e x a c t l y
ten years ago. The big anniversar y is in October, and we
talked with Delphine Gaudy
about the developments her
store and the French erotic
trade

have

undergone

throughout the past decade.

“There is s t il l room for t ra n sf o r matio n, but w e ar e he ade d in the r ight dir e ctio n .”
De lphine G audy o n the de v e lo pme nt o f the e r o tic ma r ket

exclusive

S

ince when has the Dollhouse in the Parisian

What can you tell us about the location of your store

quartier of Le Marais been in existence?

in particular and about Le Marais in general?

Delphine Gaudy: Dollhouse opened in October

Delphine: For the past few years, Le Marais has been

2005… Hard to believe, but we have been here for

the hippest place in Paris. It is the place to be if you

nearly 10 years! Of course, we will be organising a

want to shop due to the many innovative creators, if

huge party to celebrate!

you want to party due to the all the bars and clubs,
and there is also a large selection of restaurants,

Why did you decide to try your luck in the retail trade

so it’s a great place for eating.

for erotic products?

It is also a very interesting commercial zone thanks

Delphine: Simply because no one could answer my

to the cosmopolitan population and the amount of

questions and satisfy my curiosity as a customer,

tourists from all over the world. Many different types

so we decided to create a place that could!

of people live here in harmony – it is definitely the

Sex toys were being discussed in the media for the

place to be in Paris.

first time as something quite cool, and we felt that
the products could evolve in that direction, so we

Are you faced with a lot of competition in Le Marais,

gave it a try!

or are you the undisputed top dog in that area?
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for advice, genuine advice.”
Delphine: The Marais is like a small

from you. Where should you get

village and given our ten years and

information about sex? From a

the fact that when we started, our

doctor? He will talk to you about

concept was so unique, we are

anatomy or disease. From porn?

fortunate to have built up a base of

No answers from porn, just fantasy.

loyal customers and fans.

People are really looking for advice,
genuine advice. And then, quality

What makes your store special?

products which you believe in. And

What kind of an experience do you

it is of the utmost importance that

offer to your customers?

you know your products perfectly,

Delphine: The way that we, the dolls,

to propose the right Sex Toys to the

are special!! We offer luxurious and

right person.

chic lingerie from French and British
designers on the first floor. Downstairs, there are the erotic accessories and sex toys. We are there to
offer a little bit more than just a
shopping moment. We also spend

.................
The French adult
retail is still
finding its way.”
................................

“

Delphine: As I explained above, first

time with the customer to accompany and advise them throughout

Who exactly is the target audience

and foremost, they are coming in

the shopping experience. A lot of

you want to appeal to with your

for advice. A large part of our

people are really shy and uncom-

store and how do you create

customers do not know what they

fortable about entering a 'sex shop',

interest among that group?

want before entering the store.

because even if we absolutely don’t

Delphine: Our position has been clear

They just know they want or need

look like the stereotypical sex shop

from the beginning, we are a femi-

something more, a little spice in their

– that is what we are! So talking to

nine sex shop but whether you are

sex life, even if it is already good.

them about sexuality, joking and

single, in a relationship, straight, bi, les-

As for the lingerie, they are looking

explaining things with simple words,

bian, trans - we can bring eroticism

for things that are different from the

we put them at ease and turn the

and lust into the sex life of any custo-

regular and classic brands. Lingerie

visit into an unexpected pleasure!

mer. Sex is a way to be yourself, and

they can wear every day, but with a

to communicate. Having said that, I

kinky touch.

Shopping experience, advice, pro-

always thought customers make the

duct range – which elements are

shop and in the end, half of our cus-

How do you choose the products

the most important if you want to

tomers are men!

that

are

being

sold

at

the

Dollhouse?

be successful as an adult retailer?
Delphine: First and foremost - ad-

What are the consumers looking for

Delphine: Dollhouse is exclusively

vice. This is what people expect

when they come to your store?

female, so we always ask ourselves
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The Dollhouse team:
Sa ndrine (s t ore ma na g er) a nd the f o unde r s, Car o line Bo itiaux and De lphin e G audy

first: Would I use it? Would I wear it? Does it give me

shop because shopping can be a better experience

something? If the answer is yes, definitely, then it will find

in a nice place, especially when you come to buy

a place in our shop! There is no place for unnecessary

intimate products.

gadgets or the last fashion products. We have real
customers standing in front of us, and we need to show

You also have an online presence. Is such a multi-channel

them real products.

strategy a prerequisite for success in today's market?
Are the two channels of distribution cross-pollinating each

What are the current top-sellers at your boutique?

other, or are they cannibalising one another?

And how strongly is demand in your store affected by

Delphine: On the contrary, those two stores compliment

trends such as 50 Shades of Grey?

each other. The online store has less lingerie than the

Delphine: Our top-sellers are determined by our

Marais store and allows the customer to discover different

customers – we listen to them and we choose the right

ways to have more pleasure in the comfort of their home.

product together. But as we really appreciate beautiful

Customers also often come in with screenshots from our

objects, the high-tech and minimalist products are

website. It is essential now to have an online store. It also

selling very well. As for trends like the 50 Shades - we

gives us a chance to increase our customerbase as we

have been initiating people into the world of soft SM

deliver all around the world. Every day, we are sending

with products and work shops for years, so our customers

parcels to Los Angeles, Rio, Melbourne…

are not really affected by the 50 Shades phenomenon,
but we have seen a rise in the sales of geisha balls, so

What are the trends in the French brick and mortar trade?

we must accept the influence even if it is anecdotal.

Which concepts have the biggest chance of succeeding
in the long run?

Which factors have the greatest impact on your custo-

Delphine: High-tech products, the wireless and the

mers' shopping behaviour ? Is it the price, the quality,

bluetooth technology. This is really where the new Sex Toy

functionality, or maybe the brand?

generation is headed. It is not so futuristic as it seems,

Delphine: The advice, the quality, the choice and

because this is exactly where we are going with our

certainly the experience and personality we bring to

smartphones. It is just bringing more power to our toys and

the boutique. We are working a lot on the design of the

makes them less noisy.
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In many European countries, the trade members are

In your opinion, what has to change so erotic products

breathing easier as the effects of the economic and

will be accepted by all consumers – i.e. to make erotica

financial crisis seem to have worn off at last. Has the

mainstream?

consumer climate in France recovered in the meantime?

Delphine: We, the erotic retailers, just have to accept that

Delphine: I do not fully agree with that statement given

a lot of people do not need or want to use sex toys. We

that here in France, our core customers are still feeling the

do not have to insist that people need to use one to feel

effects of the crisis. Buying is less instinctive, and more

better. The mainstream needs to realise that they have

consideration goes into buying decisions spending –

this option but we do not have to place sex toys in the

customers take their time, take the price into account,

middle of a regular supermarket. We are talking about

decide more carefully. However, since sex is the ultimate

intimacy when we are talking about sex toys, and we have

freedom, I hope they always remember to save some

to respect that it is their choice, this private garden.

pocket money!
These changes regarding the acceptance of sex toys –
Judging from your experience, is it a misconception that

how have they affected the shopping habits of the

the consumers seek “pleasure for little money“ in times of

customers of the erotic retail trade?

crisis, or is the erotic trade crisis-proof, profiting from such

Delphine: Customers feel less guilty since TV series like Sex

economic developments?

and the City gave us gorgeous and confident women

.................
We are a feminine sex shop but
whether you are single, in a
relationship, straight, bi, lesbian,
trans - we can bring eroticism and
lust into the sex life of any customer.”
................................

“
Delphine: They definitely prefer that we offer them -

talking about the performance of their rabbit! The guilt

a great and effective toy - to a cheap toy. As I said, sex is

part really fell away, but you should see how their cheeks

the ultimate way to feel good and free.

redden when their cellphone rings in the middle of the
shop and it's their mom!

The brick and mortar trade is moving away from oldfashioned sex shops with a male target audience, towards

How will the situation in the French adult retail trade

modern erotic boutiques catering to women and couples.

develop in the future?

Would you say that this transformation is already

Delphine: The French adult retail is still finding its way.

completed in France?

The big and popular sex shops in Paris are becoming

Delphine: The sex business evolves, and transforms and

love stores. Others prefer a humorous approach in their

women are finally included in the process!! Mentalities

communication as the ones who took themselves too

change, we are talking more and more about sex every-

seriously do not exist any more.

where especially in advertising, but do people really feel

We are finally operating in synch with the desires and

better about their bodies and sexuality? I think that it is so

needs of our customers. We talk about love and feelings

idealised to have good sex and have no complexes that

all day long with them, so lets trust our instinct

the result of this is exactly the opposite. There is still room

and approach the consumers with compassion,

for transformation but we are headed in the right direction.

passion, and love.
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“The Leg Avenue brand never stops challenging
Nin a S c hre t t in ge r jo in s t he t e a m o f Le g A v enue Europe

Af ter Le g Avenue Europe had added Àlex Robles Minguell as their Ke y Account Manager
for Souther n Europe in April, they are now joined by another new face: Nina Schrettinger.
She is taking the position of Key Account Manager for Ger many, Austria, and Switzerland,
bringing years of experience in the fashion and lingerie industr y to this new job. EAN had
the oppor tunity to talk to Nina.

e xclusiv e

P

lease,

give

us

.................
Fashion is living
your fantasy.“
................................

technical and com-

have you been active

“

in the fashion industry,

clothes, it is about representing yourself. The way I

and what did you

dress is the way I want to see myself and the way I

do

want to be seen by others. Fashion, to me, is living

some information

about

yourself.

For

instance, since when

before

professionally
joining

Leg

Avenue Europe?

mercial. It is fashion itself that fascinates
me. Fashion is more
than just putting on

your fantasy. It helps people reinvent themselves, slip
into another role, expressing feelings and moods.

Nina Schrettinger: I
studied
business

international

What was your main motivation to become Leg

manage-

Avenue Europe's Key Account Manager for Germany,

ment, and upon graduation in 2007, I did an internship

Austria, and Switzerland?

in England, working in the luxury travel retail segment,

Nina Schrettinger: Firstly, I found the corporate history

thus getting my first glimpses behind the curtains of the

of Leg Avenue to be extremely fascinating. Since I

fashion industry. As I felt at home in the world of fashion

had lived in Los Angeles for three years, I had a per-

and lifestyle from the beginning, I decided to do an

sonal connection to the place that had been the

extensive sales trainee programme after the internship.

cradle of Leg Avenue 30 years ago. There always has

Not only did I gain valuable experience, but this

been, and there probably always will be, a distinct

programme also got me a job offer from a company

LA feel about the brand. And apart from this emotio-

in Los Angeles, California. From 2010 until 2012, I worked

nal connection, I also liked the opportunity to use my

for a luxury lingerie label in Los Angeles, first as a Sales

experience in the international fashion and lingerie

Executive, then as a Product Manager. Before taking

market, with an emphasis on the lingerie, of course.

the job at Leg Avenue, I was a Account Manager for a

Moreover, I love the diversity of the brand. From

company producing high-quality children's apparel.

lingerie to hosiery to costumes, Leg Avenue has it all.
That makes for a lot of diversity in my job.

What drew you to the fashion industry?
Nina Schrettinger: It is not necessarily the 'industry'

Would you mind giving us a short overview of your

that intrigues me, that term makes it sound very

tasks at Leg Avenue Europe?
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itself to be different and reinvent itself.”
Nina Schrettinger: As Key Account

Which goals do you want to

Nina Schrettinger: Given the

Manager for international sales in

achieve in your new position

diverse product range of the

the German-speaking markets, I

at Leg Avenue Europe? What

brand that covers lingerie, hosiery,

am in charge of new and existing

are your expectations going into

and costumes, I actually see lots

business structures in Germany,

this job?

of potential in all markets.

Austria,

Leg

Nina Schrettinger: My main goal

Avenue has been an inseparable

is to work with our existing custo-

Would you say that there are

element of the US fashion industry

mers in a fair and friendly rela -

differences as far as the brand's

for 30 years; in Europe, however,

tionship and to help establish a

potential in the erotic market

the brand is not established in the

healthy network with new partners.

and the mainstream market are

same way, and we are in the

Picking the right distribution partners

concerned?

process of changing that. There-

is extremely important because we

fore, my tasks include lots of

pursue a multi-channel strategy

'development work', i.e. I am

that also includes the online mar-

working to position the brand

ket. And in the online market, many

correctly and further add to its

companies are here today and

popularity. And given the brand's

gone tomorrow, trying to make a

dedication to quality, the selection

quick buck and hurting brands by

of the right distribution partners also

offering products at dumping pri-

plays an important role.

ces. Therefore, the key to success

and

Switzerland.

......................
We're already
one of the
leading brands in
the erotic market.“
.....................................

“

is finding young and highly-moti-

Nina Schrettinger: We're already

How does your long experience in

vated start-ups that want to create

one of the leading brands in the

the fashion industry help you in

a perfect online presence and

erotic market; in the mainstream

tackling this new position and the

have a dynamic, young team.

market, there is still a lot of room
for growth. There is tremendous

challenges it brings with it?
Nina Schrettinger: I had already

In your opinion, what are the strong

potential in that market since Leg

been tasked with increasing the po-

points of the Leg Avenue brand?

Avenue is very different from other

pularity of brands in the past, so I

Nina Schrettinger: The Leg Avenue

brands that emphasise conven -

have lots of experience in that field.

brand never stops challenging itself

ience but are boring. We are

It is a lot of fun working for a global

to be different and reinvent itself.

fashionable and sexy.

brand because people in all mar-

This way, we can adapt to the

kets know this brand, so a lot of

needs of the market, quickly and

Which trends are dominating the

doors are already open. However,

flexibly.

lingerie market at the moment?
Nina Schrettinger: Bohemian and

a global brand can't become any
more global. Therefore, I really en-

How much potential for expansion

80s styles are very popular right

joy this opportunity to grow together

do you see for Leg Avenue in your

now. Straps and cut-outs and

with the brand because you can

markets, i.e, Germany, Austria, and

teddies with high-cut legs and frills

be much more creative.

Switzerland?

are in high demand.
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“Gaining the trust of
any manufacturer of

T h e S c re a m i n g O h as it s p ro duc t s t e s t e d by in de p e n de n t la bo ra t ories

“Is my sex toy really safe?“ This is
something many consumers wonder
at some point. The popular opinion is
that the safety of a product can be
gauged by its price: If it's more
expensive, it has to be safer. But more
affordable products can also be perfectly safe, as proven by The Screaming O and their safety initiative that
recently entered its second phase. In
phase one, the materials used by the
American producer were tested by a
l a b o r a t o r y. N o w, t h e r e s u l t s h a v e
been

confirmed

by

a

second

independent lab. The good news for
the fans of The Screaming O: All materials used during the production of
their products are absolutely safe, as
m o l e c u l a r b i o l o g i s t E r i ka B a t c h e l d e r
c o n f i r m s i n o u r i n t e r v i e w. We a l s o
s p o ke t o T h e S c r e a m i n g O A c c o u n t
Executive Conde Aumann to lear n
how these findings will be communicated, and in addition to that, the
company's

f o u n d e r,

Justin

Ross,

explains to us why he decided to
have his products tested by independent labs.

T h e Sc r ea ming O Ac c ou nt E x ec u t ive C onde Aumann
exclusive

T

he Screaming O has recently started the second

Conde Aumann: Phase 1 was comprised of a 3-point

phase of its product materials verification and labeling

testing process that closely followed protocols

initiative. Before we go into more detail about this phase,

required

could you first tell us about phase one and its results?

Improvement Act – a 2008 U.S. law that imposed new
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consumers is key for
intimate products.”
testing requirements and set

.................
We have created icons that appear in the
lower right corner of every package to
clearly show that each product is certified
body-safe and made of the materials we claim.“
- Conde Aumann
................................

“

new acceptable levels of
certain substances found
in

all

kinds

of

consu-

mer products, including
personal care products
and children’s toys. No
requirements currently
exist for screening of sex

consumer knows that he is

toy materials, so we worked
directly with an independent lab

buying a safe product?

third party validation of your
materials. How do these tests differ

to customise a testing process that

Conde Aumann: The Screaming

from the ones in phase one?

would cover the necessary bases:

O has initiated a new labelling

Conde

authenticating each material and

initiative to properly and accur -

validation is not a testing service,

ensuring nothing toxic can leach

ately inform consumers of what

but rather an additional analysis

from them. Because The Screa-

they are purchasing. We have

and verification of phase 1’s lab

ming O makes products solely for

created icons that appear in

tests and results. These provide

external use – nothing is made or

the lower right corner of every

additional credibility and confir-

meant to be inserted – we and the

package to clearly show that each

mation of the safety, quality and

lab determined that Medical De-

product is certified body-safe and

authenticity of our SEBS and

vice testing was unnecessary. The

made of the materials we claim.

silicone materials through an

results

Aumann:

Third-party

The

We also encourage retailers and

unbiased expert in materials safety

Screaming O’s SEBS and silicone

customers to adjust their own

and human health.

materials – which comprise the

marketing copy to ensure that their

It’s important to note that it’s also

majority of our product line – are

descriptions accurately represent

protocol to have our manufacturer

authentic and contain no harmful

Screaming O products to the

provide us with its own inde -

metals or toxic compounds that

shopping public, something that

pendent test results, which is

could cause any harm to the

we’re communicating through

another way we maintain the

human body.

internal newsletters, emails and

highest level of quality control

PR communications.

possible when working with facilities

confirmed

that

overseas. Our manufacturer tests

How will The Screaming O communicate the results of the tests

In phase two you contracted a

its suppliers’ materials before

and make sure, that the end

molecular biologist to provide

purchase
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.................
I believe that sex toys should be
held to the same standards set for
the plastics and polymers approved for
use with medical instruments, food-safe
products, and baby-safe materials.“
- Erika Batchelder
................................

“

inaccurate and rumour-driven
information online regarding the
toxicity of stretchy, inexpensive sex
toy materials and we want to set
the record straight.
We choose to manufacture much
of our product line out of pure
SEBS in order to provide quality

T h e w or k o f m o l e c u l a r bi ol og is t Erik a Ba t c hel d er' s
focu sses o n t h e e f f e c t s v a riou s s u b s t a nc es c a n ha ve on human ce lls

alternatives for men, women and

further confirm their authenticity, and we have certifi-

couples who cannot afford (or do not want) to drop

cates that show their testing shows the same results

$60+ on a rechargeable cock ring or $90+ clitoral

as those from our independent lab.

vibe. All customers deserve body-safe materials and
quality construction, which is why we are committed

How does The Screaming O plan to incorporate the

to confirming the composition of our materials with

results of these tests into their products?

independent lab testing.

Conde Aumann: Fortunately, the results of our
extensive testing reveal that there are no changes

The safety of products like sex toys is regulated by

necessary to our manufacturing

law in most countries. Do you think that these

process. Instead, we are using the results to inform

regulations are strict enough? Should there be more

retailers and consumers how to read product

independent inspections of toys?

packaging and educate them on the science behind

Justin

some of the more sensational (and inaccurate)

manufacturer’s No. 1 priority, regardless of national law.

claims regarding the safety of certain materials.

In the U.S., there are currently no specific laws regulating

Ross:

Sex

toy

safety

should

be

every

sex toy production, as much of the industry’s products
Why did The Screaming O decide to start this

are labelled “novelty” rather than medical devices. While

initiative? How important is it - especially for a

I can’t comment on the strictness of these laws, I do be-

manufacturer whose products are in the lower price

lieve that independent testing of sex toy materials is a

range - to convince the customers that its products

proactive and responsible way to ensure that we’re giving

are body-safe?

consumers the kind of quality they expect and deserve.

Justin Ross: Rather than convince, we want to
educate consumers with accurate and scientifically-

How could the erotic industry as a whole improve

backed research so that they can make informed

the safety of its products and subsequently gain the

buying decisions. There is an incredible amount of

trust of the customers?
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MIT, I spent a short period
of time at the Salk Institute
in San Diego focused
on expanding my
abilities to grow
difficult types of
human cells, including neurons
and stem cells. The
bio-tech company
that I currently work
P er f e c t l y bo d y - c o mpa t ib l e: PrimO Tu x

for

studies

the

effects of different
doses

of

compounds, chemicals, pesticides

Justin Ross: Gaining the

and

trust of consumers is key for

drugs

on

different cell types at

any manufacturer of intimate

various stages of develop-

products – these items are deeply

ment. Because we use specialised

personal, often carrying an emotional connection, and without that trust there’s no reason for

microscopes to take images, I get to see with my

any man, woman or couple to choose our brand

own eyes what effects some nasty chemicals have

over another. Responsible manufacturing, clear and

on human cells.

correct labelling, and accurate consumer education
are three pillars to running a sex toy company that’s

What are the possible harms a sex toy can cause

deserving of consumers’ trust. However each

when it's not made with body-safe materials?

company wants to define or handle that is their own

Erika Batchelder: When a toy is made with low-quality

prerogative, of course, but we at The Screaming O

materials, it can leach out chemicals that have shown

are proud to be setting a new industry standard.

to be toxic. Some might cause mild irritations or
allergic reactions, while other byproducts made of

Erika, you are a molecular biologist and lab manager

low-quality materials have been argued to be

at a San Diego- based biotech company. Could

carcinogenic.

you first tell us a bit about your background?

There is very little information available to the

How exactly should I envision your job and the work

consumer, and this consumer naivety is dangerous.

you do?

There isn’t much quantifiable evidence that tells us

Erika Batchelder: After getting a degree in molecular
biology, I worked in a few labs at MIT using imagingbased techniques to better understand certain
molecular-level processes and how they might have
an effect on cancer. My experiments were done on
cancer cells to understand how cancer works and
how it reacts directly to different procedures and
environments. This work gave me my foundation of
experience using cells and tissues to study how
different conditions might affect an individual. After

.................
There is an incredible amount of
inaccurate and rumour-driven
information online regarding the toxicity
of stretchy, inexpensive sex toy
materials and we want to set the record
straight.“ - Justin Ross
................................

“
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.................
There is very little information
available to the consumer, and this
consumer naivety is dangerous.“
- Erika Batchelder
................................

“

Erika Batchelder: Some toys
made of low-quality plastics
might

contain

hazardous

materials. One material to
watch out for is often labelled
“jelly.” Jelly is a mixture of PVC
and rubber and is a very
affordable

material

that

unfortunately often contains
phthalates.

Phthalates

are

vinyl/plastic softeners that are
considered

a

potential

carcinogen.
The same thing is true for toys
made of PVC and vinyl. Most
consumers are probably comfortable with the assumption
that if it is silicone, it is safe.
However, a toy made of a lowquality, peroxide-cured silicone, might leach peroxides,
which are toxic to your cells –
and, therefore, to you! Other
low-quality sex toys made of
certain materials might leach
phenols, another toxin that
should be avoided. And still
whether something we’re putting in and around our

others can break down releasing PCBs, which have

sensitive reproductive organs is or isn’t harmful to our

been shown to cause cancer in mice. Consumers

bodies, and we can’t make informed buying

need to read the packaging before purchasing their

decisions without that knowledge.

sex toys. While wording such as “phthalate free”, “BPA
free,” “pure silicone” and “100% silicone” is a good

Are there certain ingredients which are especially

start, I suggest that consumers look for phrasing such

problem atic, yet can still be found in toys? What

as, “body-safe silicone” or “medical-grade silicone.”

should the consumer look out for?

Also, if it’s pure silicone, it should have absolutely no
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includes confirmation of material
type, identifying whether or not there
are toxic chemicals or preser vatives
present, and if there are any semivolatile organic compounds that
could be potentially be hazardous.
Have tests like these been done
before for the materials used in sex
toys and could you give us some
information about the results?
Erika Batchelder: I am not aware of
All T h e S c r e a m i n g O p r oduc t s , inc l uding t he C ol orPoP Quickie ,
a r e i n t e n d e d f o r ex t erna l u s et o The Sc rea min g O's r an ge

smell.

Many

adult

other materials testing that has been done on sex
toys, but that doesn’t mean it doesn’t exist. It’s just

toy

not information I’m privy to in my typical lab work –

products have packaging stating

The Screaming O is the first sex toy company that

that the toy is “for novelty use” only. This phrase is

has contacted me regarding this kind of testing and

important because it tells the consumer that this

verification

product’s production was not held to any controlled

that there currently are no federal standards set

standards. While this doesn’t necessarily mean the

regarding materials used in the making of adult

product is bad for your health or body by any means

novelties or sex toys.

process.

It’s

important

to

iterate

– it just means the manufacturer hasn’t gone through
the required process to be deemed “body-safe” by

In your opinion, which properties should a sex toy

FDA standards.

have in regards of material safety to be safe to
be used?

Which methods do you use to test the toys provided

Erika Batchelder: I believe that sex toys should be

by The Screaming O?

held to the same standards set for the plastics and

Erika Batchelder: The Screaming O has hired

polymers approved for use with medical instruments,
food-safe products, and baby-safe

an independent laboratory to

materials. In order to be safe to

handle the testing of their

use on our most sensitive (and

products. I have been

favourite!) body parts, the toy

hired to provide third-

should be made of materials

party validation of the
lab’s

results

as

that are in com pliance with

an

standards set by the FDA using

additional clarification and

either ISO or the Tripartite Bio-compa-

confirmation.
This lab has created

Orbit is one of the latest additions
t o Th e Scr e amin g O's r an ge

tibility Guidance (both determine which
tests are necessary for a product to be

a customised testing protocol that most closely matches that of the

considered bio-compatible and safe for its intended

Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008,

use). Safety extends beyond materials as well. The

a law that imposed new testing requirements and set

ability to clean a product easily is also an important

new acceptable levels of certain substances found

property for a toy to have. Even the purest and most

in consumer products like personal care and

non-toxic of materials can be unsanitary if they are

children’s toys. The three-point testing protocol

too complex to clean effectively.
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“We want our customers
2 0 y e a rs o f PM B o dy Le a t he r

P e gg y M ü ll er found ed

PM Body Lea t her 2 0 y e ar s ago

Products made in Ger many and based on comprehensive knowledge – according to Peggy
Müller, that is what has made her company PM Body Leather so successful in the erotic
market. Now that the company is celebrating its 20th anniversar y, we asked Peggy for an
inter view, and not only did she tell us why she decided to go into business for herself, but
she also shared her opinion on the developments that have changed the market throughout
these past two decades, and she explained how impor tant it is to be able to actually see
and touch a product in tje store – even in this age of the inter net.

exclusive

W

hy did you decide to start your own company

Peggy Müller: I guess that all began with me being

20 years ago?

curious and wanting to buy some products for myself.
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to enjoy our products”
– a great challenge, and I have

my business idea a

been facing this challenge every

reality was to go the

day with joy and enthusiasm. Until

main post office in

this very day, I am enjoying my

Stuttgart, thumb through

work, and I will continue to create

the yellow pages for all of

So I visited various sex

products with this company until it

Germany and write down the

shops, but the experience was

stops being fun – which I can't see

address of each and every sex

very sobering. Not that they didn't

happening any time soon.

shop. Research was very timeconsuming, and it was a lot of

have the kinds of products I was
looking for, but the quality was very

Please describe your company in

work. After that, I contacted all of

poor, they stank terribly, and the

the early days. How was it different

these potential customers and pre-

prices were extremely high. I still

from the PM Body Leather we see

sented my innovative products to

decided to buy one at 189.00

today?

them. In those days, you made an

Deutsche Mark. The retailer refused

Peggy Müller: At first, I started making

appointment with the shop owner,

to open the packaging, however,

these products at our house. Conse-

and if he liked what he saw, he pla-

and as it turned out, the box only

quently, the production volume was

ced his order after the presentation.

contained part of what was

rather low, but then, more and more

Today,

displayed on the front. I was very

orders came in, demand increased,

consumers are completely inter-

disappointed, and I thought that

and we needed more production

connected thanks to the internet.

someone should go ahead and

space and staff. When the amount

The latest information is available

do it right. So, ultimately, I went and

of work became too great and I

at the click of a button, and it is

did it right.

couldn't invest as much time

very easy to contact someone

because of the birth of my son, I

about orders or shipments. Also,

decided to move production to Thu-

everybody producing or selling in

ringia in 2003. This way, I could focus

this industry seems to know every-

on developing new products and

body else. There are more and

sales. As it turned out, this was one of

more international visitors at the

the most important and best decisi-

trade shows we attend, and nearly

ons in the corporate history of PM

all the big producers and whole-

Body Leather.

salers also sell their collections on

When you launched your company

the internet.

.................
The market is growing
at a slow pace.
Therefore, the
market shares are
constantly shifting.“
................................

“

the

retailers

and

the

Now, PM Body Leather has its 20th

in 1995, the market was different.

anniversary. Did you ever expect

Was it harder to sell BDSM products?

If you had to single out the one

such long-lasting success when

Peggy Müller: Yes, in the mid-90s,

quality of PM Body Leather that has

you started the company?

things were very different from the

played the biggest role in making

Peggy Müller: I didn't really think

way they are today. The first thing I

the company successful, which one

about it, I guess. It was – and still is

did after I had decided to make

would it be?
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Peggy Müller: The big

from medical-grade silicone for us. Unfortunately we

difference between

didn't have enough money to get a patent for that.

us and other produ-

Today, every BDSM producer has at least one gag

cers of BDSM products is

with a silicone ball in his range, but unfortunately, they

a) that we have an intimate

often use industrial silicone of inferior quality. After the

knowledge of these products, and b) that

big breast implant scandal a few years ago, they

we produce them right here in Germany.

ought to know better. Yes, medical-grade silicone

We are creating our own products, and we don't look

costs ten times as much as industrial silicone, but it is

at the catalogues of other producers to see what's

that much better and safer.

new. We know BDSM and we know how these products
are

used.

Manufacturing

them

in

Germany

How would you describe the general development of

guarantees top-quality, so the trade can trust our

the erotic market throughout the past twenty year?

service and our products.

Peggy Müller: When I conducted my first analysis of
the market in 1994, the consumers were still going to

.................
We are creating the products
ourselves, and we don't look at the
catalogues of other producers
to see what's new.“
................................

“

the shops to learn about products, to ask questions,and
to get advice and recommendations, and the shops
had the right products for every taste in stock. Sure,
there were customers who would go to several sex shops
to compare prices, etc. but the kind of direct comparison that is possible on the internet today did
not exist back then. Selling erotic products

Looking back at the past twenty years, has there

was more personal, more infor-

been a product that really stuck out? A product that

mative, and the retailers had
much more influence.

has been selling particularly well or has remained
popular for a very long time?

Today, things are redu-

Peggy Müller: Yes, definitely. There have been two

ced to the price way too

products that really stuck out. For one, our whip

often, which is a shame.

Peitsche 3758 – it has been our undisputed top-seller,

Would you agree that society is opening up and

in terms of quantity as well as in terms of turnover.

becoming more adventurous in their sex life, and if so,

This whip has been part of our range since 1996, and

have you been able to benefit from this development?

we haven't changed a thing about it since. The

Peggy Müller: What I have found is that there are many

handle has the shape of several linked balls so you

younger customers. Also, nobody feels awkward or

can also use it as a dildo; to that end, we have also

ashamed when buying a whip on the internet. Online

added a removable hand strap to the handle. As for

sales are usually driven by price, that's the main selling

the lacquer we use, it has been approved as

point. To cater to this development, I am currently

food-safe here in Germany. And the leather has the

developing a new collection under a new label for the

perfect weight.

low-price segment.

And the other product would have to be our gag
with the original Fun Factory ball. We were the first

Would you say that there is more competition in the

gag producers to use medical-grade silicone. At first,

market for BDSM products today? Or is the market

we used a rubber ball, but if you think about it, that's

growing so quickly that everybody can prosper?

like using a car tyre. The thought that harmful

Peggy Müller:When we attended our first trade show

substances could enter the user's mouth drove me

as an exhibitors – must have been BEH in Berlin in

mad, so in 2005, I got in touch with the company

1996 -, we were the only company that had leather

Fun Factory, and I asked them to produce gag balls

whips and cuffs at their stand. At last year's eroFame,
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I counted more than ten companies offering such

we know personally (at least most of them), and whom

products. So, yes, the number of companies in the

we can support with things such as product training.

BDSM market has clearly grown. And yes, the market

This way, we make sure that our products are

itself is growing, but it grows at a very slow pace.

presented the right way. Often, you can't see the

Therefore, the market shares are constantly shifting,

quality if you just glance at the product, especially if

and PM Body Leather is working hard to maintain and

it's placed between lots of similar products. The quality

improve onour market position.

we offer usually becomes apparent when you use
the product, and it will keep the consumers happy

The quality of a product is very important, especially

for a long, long time.Most of our consumers already

in the BDSM segment? What can you tell us about the

have a certain degree of experience in the world of

quality of your products? What's your main focus here?

BDSM and are looking to fulfil their sensual fantasies.

Peggy Müller: We offer top quality, and this quality is a

It is important to know the rules of BDSM and to always

guarantor for the continuous success

be

of our products.We only use leather that

.................
Today, everybody
sumer can rest assured that there are
producing or selling
no harmful substances. If you buy a in this industry seems to
product and there is a strong, biting know everybody else.“
smell when you open the box, that is a ................................

products on the internet has also

has been tanned in the EU so the con-

worked very well so far, although

bad sign, and you should think twice

has to touch and feel and smell

“

in

control.Advertising

our

usually, we limit ourselves to
descriptions and images. You can't
replicate

the

magic

of

our

products in an ad. The consumer

about using that product. The metal pieces we use for

the product, then his imagination kicks in.

our products are also top-notch. For instance, our

That is also the reason why we never developed

shackles all have welded rings. Imagine you want to

elaborate packaging for our products. We want to

constrain your partner, and his hand comes free the

show them, not hide them.

second he pulls on the shackles because the rings
come apart. You can throw that product in the trash,

How are you going to celebrate the 20th anniversary

and what was intended to be a special evening is

of your company?

over before it even began. Also, our collars and and

Peggy Müller: There will be several special promotions

shackles are padded in such a way that no one will

this year for our trade customers. I am sure they will

see marks on your skin the next day. In short, we want

be thrilled by what we have in store for them.

our customers to enjoy our products.
What are your plans for the future of PM Body
PM Body Leather is only selling to retailers. Why

Leather? Are there already new projects in

did you choose this distribution strategy, and

the pipeline?

what advantages does it offer – for you, and for

Peggy Müller: As I already mentioned before, we are

the consumers?

in the final phase of a new collection that will be

Peggy Müller: This distribution strategy allows us to

presented under a new name. This collection is going

focus on a limited number of trade customers whom

to have its premiere at eroFame.
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“Mutual respect for each other’s fantasies
and boundaries remain key at all times.”

Ho t s umme r n ight s w it h e ro t ic games from Moodzz
The stor y of Moodzz began nine years ago with the innovative board game “Discover your
Lover”. Since then, the Netherlands-based company has released a number of different
products for couples to get closer and get to know one another better. Recently, their
Te ase & Please collection has bee expanded to include more seductive and enter taining
ar ticles, as We nde den Braver, CEO of Moodzz, explains in our inter view.
ex c l us ive

W

hy would you advise every couple to include

a real boost for your sex life. Most importantly, our games

erotic games in their relationship?

pave the way to bringing variation into your sex life, to

Wende den Braver: The games in our Tease & Please

try out something new, maybe even those wild fantasies

collection help create intimacy between the players.

you would not dare bring up otherwise.

The questions invite the players to talk openly about all
sorts of topics, because, hey, you’re not the one bringing

An exciting journey to explore sexuality as well?

it up, right? The erotic tasks call for initiative to slowly

Wende: When partners have been together for a long

seduce your partner, to equally give and take, which

time, the number of times they have sex and the

will definitely get them both in the mood simultaneously.

variation in they sex life decrease in equal measure. If

It takes away possible worries and creates fun instead;

that works for both partners, that’s fine of course, but
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.................
A vacation is the
perfect moment to
rekindle the slumbering
passion in any relationship.”
................................

“

pest fan-

mostly it doesn’t work that way. To
experience more sexual arousal,

tasy…

something has to change. That

make those dreams

and

does not mean you have to hang

a reality. To add a

in a chandelier naked, it means you

spicy touch to this travel edition, it

open yourself up to explore new

your Lover Travel Edition, for some

now also includes a scarf that can

things that turn you on. What do you

extra fun while you’re on vacation!

be used as a blindfold or… for some

have to loose, really? Trying new

After all, a vacation is the perfect

cheeky bondage. If after playing the

things,

feeds

moment to rekindle the slumbering

game, you wish to relax in another

passion. They work miracles on your

passion in any relationship. This

way, then you can also use the

intimate life, desires, and libido. We

stimulating travel edition of the world

game board as a Frisbee. Thanks to

also do not shy away from attributes

famous erotic game for two lovers

its beautiful satin travel bag, you can

that can stimulate. A vibrator, for

(m/f) takes you on a surprising

easily, and discretely, take it with you

example, can become a welcome

journey of exciting challenges that

anywhere you go, just to add that

addition to passionate sex.

leads towards your naughtiest fan-

little bit of eroticism and make your

tasies. Of course, mutual respect for

vacation complete!

however

small,

Which one of your summer games

each other’s fantasies and bounda-

would you recommend for a hot

ries remain key at all times.

Which new products will you add to

summer night.

The game has been translated into

the Tease & Please collection in the

Wende: Who wouldn’t want to have

five languages and is played all

second half year?

sex during their holidays? So my

over the world. Lovers discover each

Wende: During the second half year,

recommendation would be to

other in exciting new ways, thus

we are going to introduce Discover

Discover the world and each other!

becoming (even) closer. The travel

your Lover 100% Kinky. Discover

The tantalising travel game for a

edition of the game contains 99

Your Lover is a worldwide hit. This

mutually exciting, erotic adventure.

questions and tasks which guaran-

expansion set takes you and your

tees an unforgettable va-

partner on a kinky journey of erotic

cation. Everything revolves

discovery. It’s the perfect game for

around enjoying yourself

partners who trust each other 100%

and each other by means

and are looking for erotic fun that’s

of intimate questions and

off the beaten path. Explore role

exciting tasks. The game

playing, fetishes, bondage, watching

has different levels and can

and being watched, pleasant and

be played to suit your own

painful sensation play, dominance

personal ‘taste’ and choice.

and submission—a major turn-on for

The winner will get his or her

both partners, perhaps startling at

ultimate fantasy fulfilled.

times, but always consensual and

Discover each other’s dee-

intensely erotic.

Introducing... Discover
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“The European market offers
extraordinary opportunities.”

E m p ow er e d Pro du c t s s e t s s i g h t s o n Euro p e
What could be more masculine than the militar y? Consequently, Empowered Products' first
lubricant, “Gun Oil”, hit the market like a bomb when it was launched ten years ago. The US
American company quickly won over a large and devoted buyership, par ticularly among
male consumers. Later, Empowered Products followed up their flagship brand with a collection
of lubricants aiming at a female clientele, named Pink. And now, the company is ready to
conquer the European market. In our EAN inter view, Mark Olson, Vice President of Worldwide
Sales and Marketing, outlines the strategy that will make this endeavour a success.
exclusive

E

mpowered Products is the company behind the brand

based, warming, crème and gel formulations. Our pure-

Pink and Gun Oil. Could you first give us a general

water based PINK Water is our most popular product. Our

insight into your business? Since when are you on the mar-

Hot PINK formula uses a person’s body heat and the friction

ket and how did you develop over the years?

of lovemaking to create a gentle, long-lasting warmth,

Mark Olson: Empowered Products was founded in 2003

which is a different approach than competing products

by Scott Fraser, a U.S. Marine. The company was originally

that create heat with chemical reactions, additives or oils.

based in West Hollywood, California, a popular gay
neighbourhood in Los Angeles, and Gun Oil was marketed

Gun Oil stands out on the lube market thanks to its military

with a military theme to gay men where it became wildly

aesthetics. Who do you address with the brand's products?

successful. A year later, he created and launched the

Is there a lube that you are especially proud of and that

PINK brand for women. Our focus with both brands has

stands out?

been an emphasis on very high quality

Mark Olson: Empowered Products founder Scott Fraser

ingredients and focusing on a core

was a U.S. Marine platoon leader in Kuwait. There he had

set of products for specific mar-

observed soldiers using CLP liquid, that keeps firearms and

ket segments and channels.

other weapons clean and firing accurately, as a substitute
personal lubricant when relief was necessary to relieve

Your brand Pink targets a

stress and boredom. When he returned from active duty,

female demographic. What

he worked closely with scientists to create a hypo-

makes its lubes special and

allergenic, topically safe, user-friendly formula that had

which products are sold under

the same exceptional lubricating qualities as the weapon
fluid. The military theme has been very popular with gay

the brand?
Mark Olson: We sell five types of

men and young heterosexual women. Our most popular

lubricants for women, plus a toy

product is Gun Oil Silicone, but our Stroke 29 Masturbation

cleanser. Our PINK line includes

Cream was selected as the best masturbation cream on

silicone-based,

water-

Mark Olson, Vice President of Worldwide
S a l e s & M a rk et ing E mpowered Prod ucts I nc.

the market by Penthouse Magazine.
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can be overwhelming. What makes good marketing
A l l it ems pres ent ed b y E mpowered
Prod u c t s a re “M a de in U SA”

in opinion, that lets the user pick your brand over a
competitor, or is offering the best quality enough?

Is there an aspect or and principle that is the most

Mark Olson: You are so right! But that’s true with

important for Empowered Products, when a new product

condoms, shampoo and toothpaste, too. If top quality

is developed?

was enough, we’d be a household name across the

Mark Olson: We all are enthusiastic users of our own

EU already. We often say that if we can get someone

products, and we recommend them our friends and fa-

to try our lubricants just once, that we will have a

mily, so new product development for us is a very personal

customer for life. I think a lot of marketing is still word of

matter. We may be the only manufacturer that develops

mouth or the experience of being introduced to it with

and markets lubricants separately for men and women.

one partner that you carry forward to a new partner.
Lubricant companies don’t do a lot of print or television

You received the CE mark for your products in February.

advertising because of restrictions on when and where

That means, that you are allowed to distribute your

the ads can appear, and also because it is quite

products throughout Europe via various channels. Why

expensive. Social media is the platform to reach

did you decide to take this step and expand into the EU?

consumers, and you have to have lots of very

Mark Olson: We had been selling into the European

creative content.

market for some time, but to expand into mass market
channels and grow faster in the adult trade, we needed

You have run an advertisement for Pink lube on

the CE Mark. It is an important credential and we are

American television not too long ago. How was your

committed as a company to ensuring the highest

experience with this type of advertising? Will we see

standards in our products and our business practices.

Pink or Gun Oil ads in Europe as well?

The European market offers extraordinary opportunities

Mark Olson: We created a Valentine’s Day television

and we look forward to building partnerships with

commercial (www.gunoil.com) for our Gun Oil product

like-minded distributors and retailers.

that aired in 2014 in several markets in the US, but
really went viral on the Internet. This year we debuted

Where are your products sold right now in Europe? To

a video for PINK, but not tied to Valentine’s Day. We

whom can interested retailers turn, if they want to pick up

use both in our social media campaigns and make

your products for their stores?

them available to retailers to use online or in stores. I

Mark Olson: We are available through major distributors

think it is very likely both commercials will be seen in

and retailers in the UK and the EU. Anyone interested in

Europe, but on the Internet, not on television.

carrying our products is invited to contact Martijn Post
Uiterweer, Empowered Products - European Sales,

Will you try to expand your network in Europe over the

in the Netherlands, martijn@empoweredproducts.com;

next months?

+31 6 417 221 80.

Mark Olson: Yes, and that effort is well under way already.

In the eye of the consumer lubes can seem to resem-

Can we expect new products from Empowered

ble one another and the amount of different products

Products in the near future? Maybe even something
not lube-related?
Mark Olson: Yes and Yes. We have a new lubricant
brand in development, and new packaging for some
of our existing brands. And before the end of the year,
we plan to launch a line of topical lotions designed
for intimate massage and spiritual and physical healing
based on Ayurveda, the science of life.
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“W hy underestimate men?”
The rise of male products

Already last year, it became obvious that products for men are on the rise again, in terms of
quantity as well as quality. This trend has continued throughout the first half of this year, and
for tunately for the trade, there is no end in sight. EAN talked with Monique Car ty, the Director
of Nexus, about the rapid growth in the market segment for male-oriented products.

to wait years for a new trend like the one we are
experiencing right now?
Monique: I can’t help thinking that even now, people will
relate that statement to prostitution and porn. It’s known
that men are sexually stimulated visually so I guess it made
sense for brands to simply produce items that look like
lady parts; in my opinion, this was a bit lazy and shortsighted. Those toys are always going to sell but why
overlook the percentage of men that aren’t so easily
stimulated. Why underestimate men?
With men feeling more confident about their sexuality and
more eager to experiment due to education and media,
the expectation for male toys has risen and brands have
had to rethink their strategy and product development.
With male toys I feel that it has mainly been about investing
the least for the biggest return. It’s only now brands are
realising that men don’t just want a ‘quick fix’ they are
actually happy to pay for expensive items that they feel
are an investment in their sexual stimulation.

Mon i qu e C a r t y , D i r e c t o r of Nex us ,
p r ed i c t s a r o s y f u t ure for t he s eg ment of ma l e pr o ducts

Has the potential customer base grown, or are we simply
more open-minded about products for men?
Monique: The customer base has always been there, it’s

exclusive

just not been tapped into as much as it could have been.

I

f you had to slap an attention-grabbing title on the

In recent years, the industry has become more

current situation in the market, what would it be: “The

sophisticated and brands can see the potential and are

rise of male products“ or “The return of male products“?

catering more for sexually confident men with high

Monique Carty: I’d go for ‘The Rise.’ I feel like male products

standards and expectations.

are really coming into their own now.
Does this trend also lead to consumers being more
It may sound a little platitudinous, but it is said that many

brand- and quality-conscious when they buy these

men are willing to pay for sexual pleasure, and if that is

products? If so, is that an advantage for Nexus, seeing as

the case, one can't help but wonder: Why did we have

it is one of the pioneering brands in this segment?
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.................
I feel like male
products are
really coming into
their own now.”
................................

“
Ne xu s h as c r e a t e d n u m e r o u s innova t ions
in the male product segment – here: Ace

Monique Carty hopes that the trade will educate consumers about
practices such as prostate massages and the corresponding products

Monique: I think we are a brand that

the brand. Beneficial to us, we do

it’s a personal thing for each brand

has catered to this side of the market

have a legacy and we do have a

and who they are looking to reach at

from the get go and therefore,

very loyal customer base, therefore

a specific time. If we don’t categorise

this has given us an advantage. We

as long as we continue to service

to a point the consumer becomes

have a very loyal customer base that

them well then I see no problem in

confused. The key is not to limit your

believe in the brand and we will

maintaining our position.

brand and find a long term strategy
that will ensure it reaches its full

continue to cater for them and the likes of them the best that we can.

Somehow, the hype surrounding

potential.

couples products seems to have seeNexus is known for using state-of-the-

ped into the world of male products,

With this trend gaining momentum,

art technology in your products – an

after all, many masturbators, strokers,

what opportunities are arising for

approach that has been adopted in

etc. are advertised as being the per-

the trade? How should retailers

many product categories. Just take

fect choice for couples these days.

change their strategy to profit from

app-controlled vibrators, for instance.

Of course, at the end of the day, it

this development?

Will we now be experiencing a big

comes down to enjoying yourself,

Monique: For men’s toys in the UK

technological leap forward in the

but is this developing into a general

and Europe, I feel it’s about edu-

realm of male products?

marketing trend?

cation. If I was a retailer I would create

Monique: Of course, with recognition

Monique: I think in the past women’s

an environment for men where

comes competition, and I don’t fear

vibrators have been seen as ‘couples’

they feel comfortable to browse, ask

it at all. The trick is to never become

toys and it’s only recently that we are

questions and learn about the likes of

complacent.

happy to talk about using male toys

prostate stimulation or male toys in a

in a couple’s environment. I wouldn’t

couple situation.

How hard is it for Nexus to maintain

say it is a marketing trend, I would say

its position as a market leader in

it is an evolution in thinking.

How will the male product category
develop in the future? What's the ge-

such a lively but also competitive
environment?

In the wake of this trend, how is

neral direction this segment is taking?

Monique: I think we face the same

marketing and advertisement in

Monique: I think in general, the

trials as most brands in that we need

general going to change? Should the

category is getting larger and design

to stay focussed and innovative in our

market break away from sex toy

is becoming more innovative and

thinking. There will always be the next

categorisations like couples, gay, bi,

sophisticated. Brands are finally

best thing and it’s important to create

hetero, etc.?

realising that this sector is as serious

things that are different from what

Monique: Marketing is fluid and

about what they want from their sex

others are doing whilst staying true to

adapts with the climate for sure, but

toys as the women.
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“My aim is always to

and practical designs.”
Co li n Ba i l e y o f A l p h a O n e t a l k s e le ga n c e a n d p ro duc t de s ign

There is hardly a substance that fascinates people
more than gold. Not only is it valuable, but it is also
stands for elegance and quality. Those are exactly the
attributes that Colin Bailey, the founder of Alpha One,
wants to communicate with his products, his goal being
to enrich the consumers' love life with luxur y and class.
Therefore, the British designer presents his toys with a
s t y l i s h g o l d f i n i s h . I n o u r E A N i n t e r v i e w, w e ex p l o r e
people's fascination with this material, and we take a
closer look at Colin's products, “The Ring” and “Unity”.

.................
The finish of these toys makes them look
more like jewellery than sex toys and how
can you have jewellery without Gold? We do use
Gold to give them a luxury feel but also Gold
is a naturally inert material therefore is
very safe to use in your body.”
................................

“
Colin Bailey, founder and
designer of Alpha One

exclusive

H

i, Colin, before we talk about your company and

1990 not only do I know how to create a good design,

products, could you tell you a bit about yourself

I also have an intimate knowledge of most of the

and your professional background first?

manufacturing processes that allow me to turn a

Colin Bailey: I worked for many years as a designer

good design into great product.

at a well established London design agency. I have
worked for almost all the major blue chip companies

Your company is called Alpha One. Do you have a

and on many of their brands within the fast moving

philosophy your work is based on? Which products

consumer goods market. I now work for my own

are you offering?

company designing and developing new products.

Colin Bailey: My aim is always to create beautiful

Having worked within design and manufacturing since

and practical designs. Often when working for a
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create beautiful
.................
Metal is an intrinsically beautiful material and
perfectly complements the simple yet elegant
shape of the products.”
................................

“

“The Ring” is a masturbator made of top-quality aluminium,
an d upo n r e q ue st, it is to ppe d o f f w ith a go ld f in ish

design agency you would have to

also be used as a fellatio aid or as

get to enjoy the same experience

work within the brand guidelines

a

during

of enjoying the same toy at the

and I always aimed to stretch and

intercourse. The soft inner rings of

same time. As with The Ring Unity

push those boundaries to make

The Ring act just like a body and

is machined from a solid block of

eye

luxury

cock

ring

elegant

open up to fit snugly on any size

aircraft grade aluminium with a

products. Now that I work for my

penis. Its discreet nature means

matt or hand polished finish and

myself I can lead the design brief

The Ring won't raise any eyebrows

then gold plated in 24c Gold with

and can work with fewer restricti-

apart from how it looks. Precision

an integrated three speed vibrator.

ons. Both The Ring and Unity I feel

machined in the UK from a solid

This toy is designed to give harder

reflect the standard of my design

block of hi grade Aluminium or

erections and amazing orgasms

aesthetic, quality of work and the

Stainless Steel, then plated in 24c

during intercourse and is a great

thought that goes into making pro-

Gold and hand polished to a

companion product for the Alpha

ducts that are both beautiful,

mirror shine, The Ring brings a

One Ring. Alpha One Unity feels as

practical and products that are

jewellery quality designer product

good as it looks. The ball part is

different to what is already out

to the adult lifestyle market.

inserted into the body. The black

catching

and

part is a 3 speed vibrator, this part

there in the market place.
You recently launched a second

sits outside the body. The Unity has

The first product you launched is

product, Alpha One Unity. Could

a thin shaft connecting the ball to

called “The Ring“ and that's exactly

you describe this toy in more

the vibrator. The thin shaft has two

what it looks like at first sight. But

detail? How is it used?

functions, one it allows you to

what exactly is The Ring?

Colin Bailey: Unity is a luxury

fully close around the object

Colin Bailey: The Ring is a luxury

couples insertable, predominately

and two it allows the vibrations to

male masturbator. I tried to create

an anal insertable massager for

travel through the shaft and

an object that would bring a touch

both partners but can be used as

vibrate the ball inside your body

of luxury and style to an essential

a traditional woman’s vibrator as

and they feel fantastic.

and enjoyable pastime. With its

well. Unity is designed so that you

So discreet you can wear them all

slim profile and ergonomic design

wear one each during intercourse

day and every time you move it

I feel I have done a reasonable

for amazing orgasms. Another

moves too.

job in achieving this. The Ring can

benefit to this is that both partners

vibrations on they feel great and
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Colin Bailey: The finish of these toys makes

with the vibrations its
As

them look more like jewellery than sex toys

you’re fully closed

and how can you have jewellery without

around the toy it

Gold? We do use Gold to give them a

just can’t fall out.

luxury feel but also Gold is a naturally inert

During intercourse

material therefore is very safe to use in

even

better.

your body.

its amazing every

Most objects that are Gold or Gold plated

time you move the
Unity

moves

tend to be smaller items so you never really

with

you. With every thrust it pushes gently against your

get to see it’s real beauty. When you see Gold on

anus from the inside sending very pleasurable

well finished and a relatively large object like The Ring

sensations all around that area. These sensations

you can really tell what all the historical fuss is about,

coupled with the intercourse make for some truly

it really has a deep lustrous finish that other metals

fantastic sex.

just don’t have.

The design of Unity is not that of a typical sex toy.

A golden sex toy is quite luxurious. Who is the target

How did you come up with this design?

audience for your products?

Colin Bailey: The design evolved from another

Colin Bailey: The Gold toys are for people who are

product that I was developing. The product that is

looking for something that little bit special, maybe as

now The Unity just looked so good and the way the

a gift or a treat for someone they love.

vibrations travelled along the thin shaft you could al-

For the Unity we also sell a couples

ready tell how nice it was going to feel so we knew

pack so they would be great for an

we had to make it a product. We sent out some units

exciting self indulgent weekend

to our testers and they all came back with brilliant

away. The

positive reviews and the Unity was born.
One of the aspects that make your toys different from
the majority of your competitors is that they are made
of metal. Why did you choose this material instead
of the more commonly used and softer silicone?
The latest product from
Alpha One: the anal toy “Unity”

Colin Bailey: Metal is an intrinsically beautiful material
and perfectly complements the simple yet elegant
shape of the products. Of course for The Ring the

units are more expensive than your average toy but

part that is in contact with your body is very soft gel

the Gold Unity is offered at around the same price as

like rubber, but for the Unity it is the metal itself. There

some of the more expensive silicone toys which I

are many benefits to using metal. You can achieve

don’t think is too unreasonable.

a very smooth finish and it’s very hygienic, but the
best feature about the Unity being made from metal

Where are your toys sold? Do you work with

is that you can cool it down or heat it up giving these

distributors?

toys a whole new dimension and the user an even

Colin Bailey: We sell our toys online at alphaonesex-

greater range of experiences when using this product

toys.com and through several high end outlets.

compared to standard toys.
Are your products available throughout Europe?
You offer your products with a 24c Gold finish. What

Colin Bailey: Yes our products are also on sale from

makes this metal so appealing in your eyes?

the guys at Eropartner in the Netherlands.
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“No big guns this year.

It’s time to bring out the big canons!“

A preview of the Shots Sales Week and the Shots Party
exclusive

Once again, Shots is inviting the trade to the compan y ' s S a l e s We e k t h i s y e a r, a n d o n c e a g a i n , t h e t r a d e
members can rest assured that the trip will be wor th
t h e i r w h i l e . To f i n d o u t w h a t e x a c t l y O s c a r H e i j n e n a n d
his team have prepared for the event that takes place
from July 20 to 23, EAN asked the head of the Dutch
c o m p a n y f o r a n i n t e r v i e w.

S

.................
Almost all our
large and smaller
suppliers will be
present at our Sales
Week to support us.”
................................

“

hots' annual Sales Week is going to take place

customers that in-store feeling. Apart from the Shots

on July 20 to 23. What can your guests look for-

Party, there will be dinners in the evening from Monday

ward to this year?

till Wednesday, and then on Thursday evening, there

Oscar Heijnen: We have rebuilt our design wing and

will a VIP party at my house. This event will be a great

there will be a brand new lingerie showroom on the

opportunity to meet like-minded souls and to network

second floor. Also, our main showroom will have a

in a very informal environment. We have customers

fresh new look with lots of new products on display

and suppliers coming from all over the globe so it will

and an improved presentation. It will really give our

be a good opportunity to exchange ideas with one
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customers are prepared to buy
complete stocks.
Will you also have representatives
from your suppliers at the event to
answer the customers' questions?
Oscar: Almost all our large and
smaller suppliers will be present at

H E I J N E N

.................
Every visitor will
get an extra 10%
discount on orders
placed during these
four days of Sales.”
................................

“

our Sales Week to support us and
new slat wall presentations, and a

explain their products.

new masturbator display for the

on
en se as on
k , it 's op
ee
s
W
er
s
f
le
of
l
ot s Sa
d sp ec ia
A t th e Sh
ou nt s, an
sc
di
s,
ct
u
ne w pr od

Many visitors will be looking for

Easy Rider brand from Shots Toys.

new products in your private label

On the distribution side, Tenga and

segment. What do you have in

Fleshlight will be showing a lot of

store for them?
Oscar:

Apart

from

the

new

releases of our brands Shots Toys,
Touché, Boom and Ouch, we will
introduce two new brands called
Bottom Line and Le Desir. Bottom
Line is a new brand of butt plugs
with very unique packaging and
great product quality. There are
more than 100 products in the
line-up and they are made from
different and unique materials like
rubber, acrylic, and glass. Le Desir
is our new brand in body stockings,
which are all designed in-house

another! And then of course, on

by our fabulous team and are

Friday there is the Shots Party!!

manufactured in Italy. They are

Over the course of the past

seamless and made from the best

months, Shots has added num -

elastic

erous new brands to its third-party

that, we will have a blow-out of

range. Which of these new entries

around 600 SKU’s from our own

will be given special attention at

and other brands at rock

your Sales Week event?

bottom prices!

materials.

On

top

of

Oscar: We will give all of them the
same famous “Shots attention”, no

Are there also news in the field

brand excepted! Every visitor will

of POS materials? What do you

get an extra 10%

have in store for the visitors in

discount on

orders placed during these four

that segment?

days of Sales. They will be offered

Oscar: For all of our own brands,

600 products that we are discon-

we will be offering a new toy tester

tinuing on a 'first come, first serve'

platform system. Moreover, we will

basis. And we do take bids if

introduce a new series of posters,
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Shots' showroom will be remodelled
an d o ptimise d f o r the ir Sale s Week

new small and bigger displays which are all free if

be out of this world! But I cannot reveal too much. I

the customer places an order. Pipedream will be of-

just would like to say: Get your VIP ticket by just

fering free T-shirts with both the Pipedream and Shots

contacting your account manager and don’t

logo on them. They will also be offering a free torso

wait too long as we have only space for a limited

to customers who buy their strap-on series. Bathmate

amount of guests!

will be offering free LED screens!

.................
On July 24, the Sales Week will culApart from the new
minate in the Shots Party in Nijmegen,
releases of our brands
traditionally set during the 4 Day Shots Toys, Touché, Boom and
Marches. Can you already tell us Ouch, we will introduce two
something about that event? Will new brands called Bottom
there be big changes compared to Line and Le Desir.”
the past years?
.................................

Last year saw the 10th anniver-

Oscar: Thanks to our big sponsors

It’s time to bring out the big

“

sary of your Shots Party, this
year, the company itself is
celebrating its 20th birthday. I
take it that means you are
going to bring out the big guns
again, right?
Oscar: No big guns this year.

Pipedream, Doc Johnson and Bathmate, plus our

canons! We can't go any bigger than what we have

smaller sponsors Clear Freight, Swiss Navy, ElectraStim,

planned ….yet! This will be the best party that we

and many others, we have been able to enlarge our

have ever organised, and it will be difficult to outdo

party area and move to a new location. We will also

it. So don’t miss out and make sure you are on the

introduce a new catering partner and the music will

list! www.shotsmediaparty.nl
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“Vibraa is one of the classiest

sex toy shops in the German-speaking market.“
An d r ea s St o c k b u rg e r t a l k s a b o ut his s t a rt -up Vibra a

T h e f o u n d e r s of V ib ra a :
Andreas Stockburger, Marc Schlegel

When their time at university neared its end, Andreas Stockburger and Marc Schlegel
star ted thinking about what they wanted to do next. The answer was found quickly star t a company and gather experience. Now there was only one question lef t: What
t y p e o f c o m p a n y ? We l l , h o w a b o u t a n e r o t i c o n l i n e s h o p ? W i t h o u t r e a l l y k n o w i n g w h a t
t h e y w e r e i n f o r, t h e t w o s t a r t e d t h e w e b s i t e V i b r a a . c o m i n 2 0 1 2 , d o i n g t h i n g s t h e i r o w n
way and setting themselves apar t from most other online shops. In the meantime, Vibraa
has become a par t-time affair for the two founders; they have handed over the reigns
to a student group from the university of St. Gallen so those young entrepreneurs can
g a t h e r ex p e r i e n c e w i t h o n l i n e s a l e s a n d s t a r t - u p m a r ke t i n g a s w e l l . I n o u r E A N i n t e r v i e w,
Andreas Stockburger explains how Vibraa came to be and what he lear ned from his
t i m e i n t h e e r o t i c i n d u s t r y.
exclusive

efore we talk about Vibraa.com, would you mind

B

where I studied entrepreneurship, while Marc ended up

introducing yourself and the team behind the shop?

studying international management in Budapest. The idea

Andreas Stockburger: Marc and I met at university in

for Vibraa was born during that time. When we finally took

St. Gallen. We were studying information, media, and tech-

our shop online in 2012, stylish sex toys shops for women

nology management, and we both had entrepreneurial

and couples were few and far, far between, especially in

ambitions. After graduating, we both had the opportunity

the German-speaking web. Amorelie had yet to be

to pursue a Masters degree, and so I went to Rotterdam

launched, and the website of Beate Uhse had too much
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naked skin to appeal to that clientele.

So, as you said, part of your moti-

the products, we had no prior expe-

Today, Vibraa is a partner of the

vation to start the shop was to gain

rience in e-commerce, didn't know

university of St. Gallen, a place where

experience and learn how to realise

the distribution structures. And we had

students can take their first steps in the

a project. How strongly and how

no connections, there was nobody

online world. At the moment, we have

actively are you still involved in the

from that market who could have

by a team of four students from the

Vibraa shop today?

helped us get a footing.

Masters programme who work on

Andreas Stockburger: That's right, we

Of course, not knowing anything was

Vibraa, thereby learning how to

never looked at ourselves as sex shop

also a big part of the thrill of this

apply their theoretical knowledge

owners,but as entrepreneurs. Vibraa

project. But today, I'd prefer an industry

about start-up marketing in a real

was an opportunity to try our hand at

I am familiar with to a certain degree.

business situation.

entrepreneurship while still in university.

Simply because you don't have to

And since we did everything ourselves

wait so long before you actually

– from programming and customer

achieve something.

What

sets

from

other

Vibraa.com
online

apart

shops

for

support all the way to VAT statements

erotic products?

-, we learned many, many things that

You have 251 products in your range,

Andreas Stockburger: Vibraa is one

also proved helpful in other projects.

which is considerably less than what

of the most stylish and classiest sex

Vibraa has become a side project

many of your competitors offer. Why

toy shops on the German-speaking

for us, it's almost a hobby. Working with

did you decide to limit yourself to

internet. Since day one, we have

future businessmen from the university

such a small range?

made it a point to always include the

of St. Gallen is tremendous fun. But

Andreas Stockburger: Every time I

target audience (i.e. women and

even though the shop turns a nice

stand in front of the detergent shelf at

couples) in the design process. The

profit, Marc and I are focussing on

the local supermarket, I feel like brea-

result is a shop where anybody – men

other things now.

king out in a cold sweat. I am not a

and women – can shop for products

detergent specialist, and I am simply

without feeling awkward or having to

Froom the start of Vibraa until today,

overwhelmed by all these option.

be afraid that someone might catch

what's the most important lesson this

Often enough, I don't buy anything

them visiting this site.

project has taught you?

and go back home empty-handed.

We quickly realised that only few of

Andreas Stockburger: Always start a

We didn't want anyone to feel like that

our visitors have previous experience

business with sales! If you haven't sold

in our online shop. Few of our visitors

with sex toys, and so we decided to

anything yet, don't even think about

are experts in the field of sex toys,

add our Love Toy Guide – a guide

a business plan or a company

therefore, we have put together a

answering questions like “What kinds

start-up.

small, but exquisite selection of

of products are there?“, “How does

products that you can't go wrong with.

this product work?“ or “Which product

Could you imagine starting another

That creates a feeling of security –

is right for me?“. Naturally, we made

sex toy shop project?

which is all the more important

sure that this part of the site is just

Andreas Stockburger: Depends on

because many people tend to feel

as appealing and classy as the

the alternatives. Without Vibraa, we

insecure about this topic.

shop itself.

wouldn't be where we are today, so I

Given this educational aspect and

won't rule out the possibility. But we

Apart from products, you also present

our limited range of carefully selected

also made things more difficult for us

information and advice about

top products, visitors are in for a

than they had to be because we got

sexuality and sex toys on your site. Why

pleasant shopping experience, and

into a market about which we knew

is this element of the site important

more importantly, they can be sure

next to nothing – and communication

to you?

that they will have fun with their

in the erotic market can be quite

Andreas Stockburger: As I mentioned

products for a long time.

tricky. We didn't know anything about

before, there are many people who
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only know very little about sex toys, and these tools are

moment? And which problems is the industry faced with

there to help them find the right product. If you don't know

in your opinion?

how to use a toy, you'll have a hard time finding one that's

Andreas Stockburger: Mobile technologies are a big thing

right for you. We want to provide the visitors of our shop

right now, and I expect new and bold things in that field,

with the necessary know-how so they know exactly what it

for instance solutions for intimacy in long-distance

is they buy. That's the only way to make sure that the

relationships so couples can be intimate when they're

consumers are happy with the products they purchase.

many kilometres apart. There are already products
addressing this issue, but so far, most of them are limited

What does a modern web shop have to offer so it doesn't

to remote controlling vibrators via your smartphone. There

just pique the consumer's interest but also has him coming

is so much room for improvement and creativity there,

back again and again?

and the producers would be well advised to think about

Andreas Stockburger: There has to be exceptional

the potential of wearables, etc. and include these things

customer service. If there is an area where you can really

in their product development. If you want your customers

set yourself apart from your competitors, this is it – direct

to enjoy great sex and celebrate love, you need more

contact with the customer. And if you offer quality service,

than just mechanical stimulation, and personally, I feel

word gets around. Oh, and infusing the shop with a

that if a company continues to blindly and stubbornly rely

character of its own can't hurt either.

on the same, old cucumber-shaped rubber dildos, they
may actually deserve to be buried by the competition.

Do you believe that small shops have a chance to stand
their ground against the big shopping sites? Or will this

What about the future of Vibraa? How will the shop evolve

competition prove too overwhelming in the long run?

in the years to come?

Andreas Stockburger: There will always be niches for small

Andreas Stockburger: Well, at our end, Vibraa is evolving

shops with unconventional ideas. In 2012, wellness was

into a kind of training ground for students to cut their teeth

an exotic thing in the sex toy business. Today, this trend is

and learn about entrepreneurship, online marketing, SEO,

ubiquitous. Small shops have to be aware of their target

PR, customer support logistics and operations. And I

audience and focus on to that group. They don't have to

really think that this is a great thing. Where things will go

appeal to everybody. If you listen to your customers, you

from here? In large part, that is up to the students running

can carve a niche for yourself, today and in the future.

the project. We don't impose concrete instructions

What are the biggest trends in the erotic industry at the

on them.
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“Fifty Shades of Grey

has put the erotic market

Ra y H a yes t a l k s a b o u t t h e ne w E L Ja me s bo o k a n d t he n e ve r-e n din g Fift y S ha de s phenomenon
The first film coming out on video, the second film scheduled for theatrical release in
2017, and in between, a new novel – who could argue with Ray Hayes, Commercial Director
at Lovehoney, when he says that the Fif ty Shades of Grey brand will be holding its sway
over the mainstream and the market for erotic products for years to come. Consequently,
we don't just talk about new books and films in our inter view, but also about new Fif ty Shades products from Lovehoney.
exclusive

D

id Lovehoney pop the corks when you heard
that E L James is going to bring us another

50 Shades book?
Ray Hayes: We were absolutely thrilled to hear about
‘Grey’. It’s great news for everyone at Lovehoney and
all of the Fifty Shades fans out there. This brand has

.................
This brand has so much more to
offer in the adult toy industry
and mainstream - the journey of
success continues.”
................................

“

so much more to offer in the adult toy industry and
mainstream - the journey of success continues.

that the author is trying to cash in on the popularity
of the original trilogy while it lasts. What is

Have there already been considerations about new

your opinion?

product lines to accompany this new chapter in the

Ray: You can see from the reaction of E L James’

'Grey' saga?

many millions of fans that this is something they have

Ray: We are in the middle of launching the Fifty

been asking and hoping for for a long time. E L James

Shades of Grey Playroom Collection which will be

has always been dedicated to her fans so now she is

available from retailers in July. The collection includes

giving them what they want. The plan for this book

six bedroom restraint pieces inspired by Christian

has been in the pipeline for a long time. It will add so

Grey’s ‘Red Room’. The range comprises a bed

much depth to the love story to hear Christian’s point

stretcher, bed spreader, over-the-door restraint kit,

of view. I really dont’t see it as a money grab, just a

over-the-bed cross restraint, arm restraint, and an

great addition to an already great collection of books.

adjustable spreader bar and cuffs, all of which come
with a blindfold and a Christian Grey ‘Do Not Disturb’

What are your expectations regarding this new book.

door hanger. We’ll have more items to follow… watch

Will it breathe new life into the 50 Shades pheno-

this space.

menon now that the hype surrounding the movie has
cooled down?

The new book allegedly offers a new view on the

Ray: It’s interesting you say that the hype has cooled

story, presenting events from Christian Grey's point of

down. I would probably have to disagree with that.

view. Critics argue that this is just a money grab and

Not a day goes by when Fifty Shades of Grey, Dakota
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on the map.”
.................
I have always said that Fifty
Shades of Grey is the ‘Coca Cola’
of the industry.”
................................

“

Johnson and Jamie Dornan aren’t

Ray: Yes, yes and yes on all counts.

and videos for online. Many retai-

in the mainstream press. The DVD,

We’ve sold around 2 million

lers experienced spikes in sales

which was released last month,

Fifty Shades of Grey units and

when the movie was released. It’s

topped the charts and was Ama-

witnessed increased sales across

a win-win situation all around.

zon’s biggest pre-order DVD ever.

the board. It’s been a fantastic

It’s awesome, and as a brand, it’s

boost to us and many other com-

If people are discovering new

here to stay. The release of ‘Grey’

panies in the industry. Fifty Shades

ways to express themselves and

can only maintain and generate

of Grey has put the erotic market

enjoy themselves sexually then

more interest and intrigue.

on the map.

that’s hugely positive for customers

As manufacturers of all Official Fifty

and businesses alike. What’s there

Talking about the movie: Being the

Shades of Grey pleasure products,

not to be happy about?To what

licence holder of the official 50 Sha-

it’s our job to help the whole indus-

degree can the current popularity

des of Grey product lines, are you

try make the most of this incredible

of BDSM be chalked up to

happy with the effect the adaptation

phenomenon. We help retailers

50 Shades?

had on a) the sales figures of your

harness the full potential of Fifty

Ray: Fifty Shades of Grey was

own collections, b) sales in the erotic

Shades

training,

instrumental in bringing BDSM to a

market at large, and c) people's

displays and posters, as well as

mainstream audience. It gave

attitude toward sex, BDSM, etc.?

fantastic product photography

people the confidence to explore

with

in-store
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their sexuality and to try new things that they previously

.................
Fifty Shades of Grey
was instrumental in
bringing BDSM to a
mainstream audience.”
................................

“

thought were taboo. There has definitely been a growing
acceptance of sexual exploration and sex toys in recent
years anyway. This acceptance, coupled with the
immeasurable hype for Fifty Shades of Grey means
that items and practices which were once considered
unusual or 'kinky' will soon become commonplace in many
people's bedrooms.
Soon, the DVD will have been released in all major
markets, and after that, there will be a lean period
as the second movie is now scheduled for a
release in 2017. How much of its current momentum and popularity
can the 50 Shades brand
maintain? How long will our
industry have to wait before
mainstream and erotic
market converge in such
a way again?
Ray: ‘Grey’ will definitely
add a new wave of
momentum and then,
before

you

excitement

know
will

it,
be

building for the second
film. Fifty Shades fans are
some of the most loyal
in the world - even with
a gap between releases their passion for
the

brand

will

not

dwindle.
We have plenty going on in
that time to keep BDSM and
Fifty Shades fans happy. There are

L o v e h oney' s C ommerc ia l D irec t or Ray Hay e s is co n v in ce d
t h a t t he s uc c es s s t ory of F ift y Shade s is f ar f r o m o v e r

plenty of new additions to add to
the already popular Fifty Shades of
Grey range and we will continue to develop and support our collections and the
retailers who stock them.
I have always said that Fifty Shades of Grey
is the ‘Coca Cola’ of the industry - it’s
so well known and popular, it’s not
going anywhere.
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“Our customers appreciate
B o T o do ro v i c a n a l y se s t he firs t mo n t hs s in c e t he la un c h o f S KY

At last year's eroFame, the Danish company AVE presented their first products to the erotic
industr y: a duo of vibrators in their SKY collection. The products quickly made an impression,
not least of all due to their unusual and stylish design. But the first months in the life-cycle
o f a p r o d u c t c a n b e t r i c k y. B o To d o r o v i c , t h e G l o b a l D i r e c t o r o f S a l e s a n d B u s i n e s s
Development at AVE, told EAN how SKY has fared throughout this critical period, and while
we were at it, we also talked about the experiences of the past months and about the
strategy that his company is pursuing.

e xclusiv e

A

VE presented its first product SKY at eroFame last
fall. Did the visitors respond to your product the

way you hoped?
Bo Todorovic: We had incredibly positive reactions
to the brand and the product at eroFame last year.
We expected the clients to be curious and intrigued
by our product, but we could not have anticipated
such a great number of visitors, and it was a real
delight for us to launch with such positive feedback
and a crowd that really fell in love with the concept
of AVE and our first line, SKY.
Were there any lessons you learned from the release
of SKY, things that helped you to further improve the
product or your company?
Bo Todorovic: As a young, innovative company, we
are constantly communicating with our partners and
listening

to

their

feedback.

Customers

have

embraced our approach and the new design
concept, and we will continue to innovate by working
with renowned designers from all around the world,
thus giving a fresh perspective to each new line that
we present in the future.
You presented two versions of the SKY vibrator called
Alto and Cirrus. What's the difference between these
two, and which one do the customers prefer?
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the unique design.”
Bo Todorovic: The difference between Alto And Cirrus is that Alto is
a

‘Rabbit’

style

vibrator

with

external clitoral stimulator while Cirrus is a non-clitoral vibrator whose
main function is G spot stimulation.
In terms of customer preference,
Cirrus and Alto from
the SKY co lle ctio n

our sales are pretty even, which
shows that both. Alto and Cirrus
are in demand.
You

recently

started

working

with Eropartner Distribution to sell

Besides Eropartner, where can SKY

regional retailers, Club X. We have

be bought in Europe now? Are you

also been very successful in Japan

looking for more partners to pick

where our partners have already

up your products?

re-ordered new items due to
high demand.

SKY in Europe. How did this
cooperation come to pass, and

Bo Todorovic: The SKY range is also

Did you get feedback from your

why did you decide to work with this

available through our German

customers? What did they say

company?

distributor

about SKY? Is there a feature that

Bo Todorovic: I first met with

partners, we are always open to

was especially well received?

Eropartner at eroFame in 2014, and

new collaborations, and it’s very

Bo Todorovic: Apart from the

we had a very fruitful conversation

important to us that the com -

beautiful

that later turned into a collaboration.

panies we join forces with have

shape, our customers really love

Eropartner was a great choice for

same values and philosophy. We

the fact that our products are

us given their extensive knowledge

believe that this is crucial in esta-

near-silent, extremely easy to

of the EU market and their expe-

blishing a successful long-term

operate, have great dual motor

rience with luxury lifestyle brands.

business relationships, so if you are

power and are fully waterproof. The

a distributor and interested in

carefully designed cloud bumps

working with us, we would be very

on the SKY products also provide

happy to hear from you and

unique sensations for the user.

discuss possibilities for teaming up

Another feature that has really

in your region.

captured many of our customers

.................
Apart from the
beautiful design and
unique shape, our
customers really love the
fact that our products are
near-silent, extremely
easy to operate, have great
dual motor power and are
fully waterproof.”
................................

“

Distra.

As

for

new

design

and

unique

is the elegance and the arty feel
Could you point out a region where

of the toy.

Sky is doing exceptionally well?
Bo Todorovic: Apart from the EU

Now that your product is released,

zone, SKY has been very well

what have you learned about your

received in Australia where we only

audience? Or in other words: Who

just signed up one of the biggest

buys a SKY?
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Bo Todorovic, AVE's Global Director of Sales and Business Development

Bo Todorovic: SKY is intended for customers with a

various mobile phone applications, remote controls,

sophisticated taste who are not only in search of a

and other kinds of intuitive products. At AVE, we think

perfect toy, but want a total brand experience. Our

that sexuality should not be a taboo, and we also
believe that through beautifully

customers appreciate unique design
and like to stand out from the crowd
by selecting products that combine
beauty and practicality, all in one.
AVE is still a young company in the
erotic industry. Did you identify any
trends during your time in the
industry? Which current development
is the most important one in your eyes

.................
We believe in the
expression and
liberation of senses, and
we are very glad to see a
shift in attitude towards
purchasing adult
lifestyle products.”
................................

“

designed toys, these barriers can
be broken. We believe in the
expression and liberation of senses,
and we are very glad to see a shift
in attitude towards purchasing adult
lifestyle products.
When can we expect to see the
next design from AVE Concepts?
And can you tell us what it'll be?

and how will you react to it?
Bo Todorovic: In the past year, we have seen that

Bo Todorovic: We are very exited to be adding new

there is a big focus on female-friendly toys as well as

items to the SKY family, and they will be officially show-

a rise in erotic boutiques that are informative,

cased at eroFame in October 2015. Until then, we would

seductive, and cater to a modern female clientele.

like to keep it as a surprise, so be sure to visit our booth.

There is also a big trend toward technological

We also have a new line in the works that will follow the

innovations as many new brands come up with

launch of SKY, and we can’t wait to showcase it.
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The penis

growth diaries

MaleEdge & Jes-Extender offer tools so the users can keep track of their progress
The online tools provided by MaleEdge and JesExtender are
a bit like a diar y. Ever y day or ever y week, the users can
enter data about their personal and individual training
with the penis enlargement products. EAN spoke with Klaus
Pedersen, managing par tner at DanaLife ApS & DanaMedic
ApS, about the users' feedback, about the usefulness of
these online tools, and about the results they substantiate.
What advantage do these online resources offer?
How do they benefit the consumer, and how can he
use them?
Klaus Pedersen: It provides the customer with a
log – or a diary if you will – so he can keep track of his
progress over time. After all, there are only very small
daily increases – you don't register that visually, but
that's where the statistics come in. They will support
the users by showing their progress. As a matter of fact,
we have some customers who claim they have seen
K l a u s P e ders en, M a na g ing Pa rt ner,
DanaLife ApS & DanaMedic ApS

little or no results, but when you ask about the total
length of the extension bars it turns out that it has in-

exclusive

creased – and so has their penis size. But since growth

Y

ou are also providing your customers with online

happens slowly, it isn’t really noticeable. It’s like seeing

resources so the users of MaleEdge and Jes-

your children grow – you actually only notice it this if

Extender can keep track of the progress they have

you haven’t seen them for a period of time. You don’t

made. What can you tell us about these tools?

notice this on a daily basis.

Klaus Pedersen: Yes, we offer them a log-in and
password so they can create their own private space

Do many of your customers make use of these tools?

online – through our main website. Here, they can

What has the feedback been like so far?

register the amount of hours they have trained, the

Klaus Pedersen: Not everybody uses this tool, far from

level of traction, and of course they can enter their

it. But it still amounts to thousands of users, so we

measurements. Some enter measurements weekly

believe it has real value for some of our customers.

which we recommend, but others use a different
frequency. Of course, some don't do it on a regular

Do the users share their data, i.e. growth, training

basis since they take breaks in the treatment,

experiences, etc. with other users? Is there some kind

or because they go on vacation, etc.

of a community?
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Joe Snail, Joe Average, and Joe Sprinter compared to the
results of the British Journal of Urology (data in centimetres)

Klaus Pedersen: Well, if they want to be more extrovert

and that reconfirms our

about their experiences, they can go to our forum,

confidence in our

which is the perfect community for exchanging ideas

products.

and also data.
Everybody is diffeHow would you sum up the results the users share

rent – how important are

with you? What do these results show?

factors such as age, build, weight, etc. for reaching

Klaus Pedersen: We have indeed been allowed to

growth?

What

do

your

statistics

say

about

these things?

.................
The results have
confirmed our claims
based on our own and independent
third party research.”
................................

“
Individual data, the duration of the
training sessions, etc. all go in the online diary

Klaus Pedersen: Well, this may sound strange to most
people unfamiliar with this type of product, but there

look at the data of 75 users, and what we've seen is

is actually absolutely no rule of thumb when it comes

very positive. Generally speaking, everybody gets a

to correlations between lifestyle/demographics and

result from using the devices. Of course, there are

final results.

variations; some numbers are almost too good to
believe, others are right on the average curve, and

Do you know of any other producers in the erotic

sometimes, results manifest themselves slowly. But the

industry that follow a similar course?

fact remains that everybody does achieve results,

Klaus Pedersen: Not that we are aware of.
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So now you have the
confirmation of thousands of

course, they are struggling to find motivation on their
way to a modest result.

consumers who are satisfied with your products and
have been able to achieve the desired results. How

Are the results your customers achieve in line with

do you use these data?

the results that have been established in studies and

Klaus Pedersen: Well, in some cases we have

from independent third-party research?

been allowed to publicise the results (anonymously)

Klaus Pedersen: The results have in fact confirmed
our claims based on our own

and we have identified 3
“typical” scenarios for the
training. I can give you an
example of each one: Joe
Sprinter – This group of
customers is out of the block

.................
Everybody achieves results
and that reconfirms
our confidence in our products.”
................................

“

and independent third party
research, so it is quite reassuring to go through the numbers and see that the landscape fits the map. The

in no time, with above

spread is larger in the self-re-

average results, and they just

ported numbers, but that is to

keep going and never look back. For example we

be expected, simply because of the much larger

have someone who has been using our products for

base of men.

2.5 months, gaining what would normally take 6
months. People like that make our claim look super

Will the results your customers provide have an

conservative, and I guess it is fair to say that

impact on your product optimisation processes or

everybody wants to fall into this category; getting

maybe even the development of new products?

30% in less than 3 months is quite amazing. Joe

Klaus Pedersen: Well, it seems clear that the amount

Average – This is the group which confirms our claims

of traction the key factor for results. It also seems that

– i.e. they achieve 25% increase in length after 1000

traction below 1200 grams yields only small results.

hours at 1200 gram traction. The 3rd group, we call

So we are working on increasing the force of our

“Joe Snail”. They have less than average results and

product range to start at 1200 grams, and then

end up with a total of about 10%, increase, and of

move upwards.
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“Our main focus is on pheromone personal care
J a c q ui Cho w a ik i ha s t he Eye o f Lo ve

Reducing pheromones to sexual attractants would be wrong, as Jacqui Chowaiki,
D i r e c t o r o f S a l e s & M a r k e t i n g f o r t h e E y e o f L o v e b r a n d , e x p l a i n s i n t h i s i n t e r v i e w.
Pheromones can be used for various purposes, also in our daily lives. EAN wanted to
know more about these applications, and of course, we talked about the products in
the Eye of Love collection as well.

personal care products to enhance people's everyday
lifestyle. We are a father-daughter team that strives to
promote healthy relationships.
What was your motivation to focus on this segment? How
does Eye of Love want to change the erotic market?
Jacqui Chowaiki: We want to break the barrier between
mainstream and adult, and to dispel the myth that
pheromones are only for sexual purposes. This has
become our main focus since we saw a great opportunity marketing pheromones for everyday use.
Please tell us more about your product range. Which
products does it comprise?
Jacqui Chowaiki: Our whole collection is about setting
the mood and environment. We have highly concentrated pheromones in all of our products as well as
wonderful fragrances. The pheromones vary depending
on the gender you are looking to attract. We have
perfumes for an added edge, and a body/ambiance
J a c q ui is in char ge o f sale s
and mar ke tin g at Eye o f Lo v e

spray to spray the sheets, room, and clothing. We also
offer massage candles and rose petals.

ex c l us ive

There are lots of pheromone products and perfumes

S

ince when has Eye of Love been around, and which

on the market. How do you set yourselves apart from

product segment do you call your home?

the competition?

Jacqui Chowaiki: The Eye of Love brand has been

Jacqui Chowaiki: We’ve created a high quality product

around for 3 years now. We originally launched the

that is designed to work on two different levels. Firstly,

brand internationally and have brought it to the States

there are the pheromones to stimulate a chemical

a year ago. We have received amazing reactions to

reaction and secondly, there are perfume fragrances

the collection and marketing strategy and have been

to enhance their effect and outcome. People are

growing quickly. Our main focus is on pheromone

connecting to our fragrances, using them as their daily
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products to enhance people's everyday lifestyle.”
perfume/cologne and are feeling the

attraction it will help break down the

effects from the pheromones as well.

walls and allow you to take that
relationship further. If there’s no

Which ingredients are used in the

attraction, just like aura and

creation of Eye of Love products?

charisma, you simply feel

Jacqui Chowaiki: We use imported

good

fragrance oils from France as well

certain people.

being

around

as high-quality pheromones. For our
massage candle, we use a shea

Are there studies about

butter base and natural ingredients

the popularity of phero-

such as coconut oil, grapeseed oil,

mones among the consumers?

and jojoba oil.

Jacqui Chowaiki: Pheromones are

Love on the Run is a collection
of perfume roll-ons

becoming more and more popular
Up until a few years ago, scientific

as awareness increases. For us per-

trusting environment, they should

literature about pheromones was

sonally, we receive testimonials daily

experience that added advantage.

mostly limited to research about

from people telling us their sales

insect pheromones and the like.

have gone up, their tips have gone

Pheromones are often reduced to

What does science have to say

up, and people are nicer to them

sexual attraction. However, Eye of

about pheromones and their effect

overall. Some of our consumers

Love goes beyond the sexual

on human beings?

have actually done their own expe-

aspect. Would you mind explaining

Jacqui Chowaiki: When you bre-

riments. One sexologist bought the

to our readers which other uses your

athe in pheromones, it goes through

product and used it for some dates

products have?

your nasal passage to the hypo-

and not on others to test the effects.

Jacqui Chowaiki: Previously, the

thalamus, stimulating a response of

She told us the dates she used it on

marketing

arousal and attraction. This doesn’t

had much better results than when

products has been purely sexual

mean that someone on the other

she didn’t. There are also many

which is often misleading.

side of the room is immediately

independent studies supporting this.

market what the pheromones actu-

behind

pheromone
We

ally are designed to do - which is:

going to be attracted to you. It’s like
an enhanced friendly feeling or a

Still, sceptics might argue that

create a trusting environment. This

trusting environment. If there is an

pheromone products only work on

can be used to increase sales or

a psychological level. How do you

tips, to meet new people, and to

respond to such criticisms?

have better relationships.

.................
We want to break the
barrier between
mainstream and adult,
and to dispel the myth
that pheromones are only
for sexual purposes.“
................................

“

Jacqui Chowaiki: First people need
to adjust their expectations. If they

Who is the target group you are ca-

are expecting everyone to be

tering to with the Eye of Love pro-

sexually attracted to them, they

ducts?

won’t see those results. If their

Jacqui Chowaiki: We target regular

expectations are realistic, such as

people who could use an added ad-

an enhanced friendly feeling or

vantage. We also have products for
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Fo r all ho ur s o f the day and the n ight –
Ey e o f Lo v e has the pe r f e ct pr o duct f o r any o cc a s i on

every age group. For example, Love on the Run, our mini

base in Europe, Asia, and the US to offer local stock

collection of roll-ons, are for the younger clientele 18-

and continuity.

25 because of its smaller size, packaging, and lower
price point. We also have the highly concentrated per-

How do you support your retailer partners? Do you offer

fumes for working professionals.

them POS materials?
Jacqui Chowaiki: We offer a lot of support to our retail

How big a role do fragrances, pheromones, etc. play

partners. We realise this is an important component for

in our highly visual society?

building awareness and educating people. Since we

Jacqui Chowaiki: Smell is so important when it comes

are an international company, we have our product l-

to attraction. People can love everything about a per-

abels in 8 languages as well as training manuals, videos,

son except their smell. This is also important for the

and other in-store materials. We also offer physical

person using the product as a sense of empowerment.

training for as many accounts as possible. We provide

If they like a person's fragrance, it can make them

displays, testers, samples, printed materials, and whatever

even more attracted to them.

is needed to give our retailers the best information.

Which market is the centre of your activity? Do you

What can the trade members do to exploit the

focus on the erotic market, or do you also want to

potential of pheromone products? Do you have

establish a foothold in the mainstream market?

some advice for the presentation of these products

Jacqui Chowaiki: We deal with both markets because

in the store?

of our stylish packaging and mainstream look. We laun-

Jacqui Chowaiki: First, there needs to be an

ched the brand in the erotic market, but we have

awareness of, and commitment to this category. We

slowly become more and more mainstream. The ero-

have found that this approach, along with other

tic stores are also converting to a ore couples/female-

cross-marketing strategies, can result in new

friendly environment, offering quality products.

additional sales since the focus is on the individual
and setting the mood. Therefore, the products need

Which distribution strategy will you bring to bear in the

to be merchandised in a designated space, properly

European market? Are you looking for distributors and

displayed with testers that people can touch, smell,

wholesalers, or are you more interested in working

and feel. Once they connect to the products, they

directly with the trade members?

use it daily and become loyal repeat customers.

Jacqui Chowaiki: We work with distributors who

Creating that section with other beauty and personal

understand the personal care category and can

care products will give the consumers the possibility

properly serve retailers directly. We have a distribution

to buy quality products in an adult store.
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“Puma was a vital part in the

creation of the first batch of products.”

E ri k B ro h e de n s he ds a light o n t he c o lla bo ra t io n o f Fre yja T o ys and Puma Swede

Johanna Jussinniemi is probably better
known

under

her

artist's

name,

Puma

Swede. The actress has won numerous
a w a r d s t h r o u g h o u t h e r c a r e e r, b u t s h e h a s
also garnered popularity outside the erotic
world due to appearances in several mainstream films and her autobiography that
w a s p u b l i s h e d i n 2 0 0 9 . N o w, s h e h a s d e v e loped her own sex toy collection in collaboration with the up-and-coming label
F r e y j a To y s . E A N s p o k e w i t h E r i k B r o h e d e n ,
the Managing Director of the Swedish comp a n y, a s k i n g h i m a b o u t t h e c o l l e c t i o n a n d
the potential of branded products in the
e r o t i c i n d u s t r y.

Your company is named after Freyja, the Norse goddess
of love and fertility. How is this reflected in your designs?
Erik Broheden: Since we're all Scandinavian and deal
with love related products, it felt very natural to call
ourselves Freyja. Also, in our mind, Freyja could very
Erik Broheden,
M a na g ing D irecto r o f Fr e y j a To ys

much have looked like Puma. A tall, blond, strong and
independent woman, that's something we like to be

ex c l us ive

Y

associated with.

ou work for Freyja Toys, a Swedish sex toy manufacturer.
Could you give us first a few insights into your com-

You recently released the Puma Swede collection. How

pany? Since when have you been active in the market

did this cooperation come to pass?

and what is your position in the company?

Erik Broheden: We have a long-standing relationship

Erik Broheden: My name is Erik Broheden, I'm the

with Puma as we've been active in the adult industry for

Managing Director of Freyja Toys, and we're based in Stock-

many years, and we've come across one another on

holm, Sweden. We've been in the industry since April

many occasions. We had an idea and presented it to

2015, but as a collective, we have over 20 year of

Puma who really liked it. We started working on it

experience in the erotic film and novelty industry. Freyja

together, and here we are now, with four excellent pro-

Toys aims to offer high quality products, geared towards

ducts that have received great reviews, and with more

men, women, and couples at great value.

still to come.
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Could you describe the design process for the collection? Which aspects
were especially important for you?
Erik Broheden: We want to be able to offer high-quality products at a reasonable price. In order to do that, we need to do a lot of research, talk to
a lot of factories, try and feel the products before making our decisions.
Puma was a vital part in creation of the first batch of products. She accompanied us to shows around the world, talked to manufacturers,
and of course, she also tested the products.
Do you intent to utilise Puma Swede's fame to make the

P uma S wed e a n d t h e r a bbi t vib ra t or
from her own collection

collection known to the public? If so, how are you planning to do that?
Erik Broheden: That's the plan. Since she is the only big
adult actress in Sweden, she's well known. And after
she released her book about her life as an adult
actress, she got positive reviews and interviews in
the “regular” press. Her participation in Swedish
Hollywood Wives also got her a lot of positive
press. She has a big following in the social media, that's also a part we intend to utilise her
name to get the word out.
Are you planning on expanding this collection
in the future? Do you have any plans you can
share with us?
Erik Broheden: Of course we are, we will always try to
improve and expand our product line, whether it's Puma's

.................
In order to make something unique and not
just another sex toy, you have to have an
USP, so endorsed products might be the future.
And perhaps not only with adult stars, but with
other types of celebrities.”
................................

“

or any other collection. Actually, we'll have a new product in the Puma
line soon, it'll be a massage wand, and we're looking into a few new
products for the fall.
Which toys do you plan to offer besides the Puma Swede collection?
Erik Broheden: Right now, our main focus is Puma Swede. She's popular,
in Sweden as well as abroad. So all other toy proects are being halted as for
now. But we have plans for more products and more co-operations.
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So far, a vibe, a bullet, a rabbit, and a ring
ha ve b een r e le ase d in the P uma Sw e de co lle ctio n

Erik Broheden: We can offer posters,
catalogues, and other printed materials for the
walk-in stores, and banners for online shops.
They can be tailor-made and include a
personal message from Puma herself,
anything is possible.
Do you work together with distributors to
sell your toys? Where can they be bought?
Erik Broheden: In Scandinavia, we're our
own distributor, and you can purchase
Puma Swede is one of the most
well-known faces in Swedish adult entertainment

our products in most of the walk-in and
online shops that carry adult novelties.

Do you think we will see more toys that are created

But we also have our own web shop,

or endorsed by adult performers in the future?

ww.pumaofsweden.com where you

Erik Broheden: We're not the first company to offer

can by all the products. As of June, we

products endorsed by adult performers,

also have distribution in Germany,

the difference is that Puma is the only performer

Austria, and Switzerland through LZE

from Sweden who has reached star status. In order to

Vertriebs GmbH in Essen, Germany

make something unique and not just another sex toy,

(www.lzessen.de) whom

you have to have an USP, so endorsed products might

we are very happy with.

be the future. And perhaps not only with adult stars,

We're always looking for new partners to co-operate with

but with other types of celebrities.

and we always want to reach new markets. But we're fairly

So o n , a w and pr o duct w i ll be a d d ed
to the P uma Sw e de collec t i on

new at this game and have been focusing on our home
Are you offering any POS materials – for brick

turf to start with. With LZE's help we now reach millions of

and mortar stores as well as online – to promote

people in Germany, Austria, and Switzerland and we're

your toys?

ready to conquer rest of Europe.
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“We will improve

technology training and presentations.”
L eo n i d F i s h m a n t a l k s a b o u t T h a iFe s t 2015 a n d p re s e n t s his p la n s fo r 2016
Sun, sea, beach: This is probably how many of us like to enjoy their summer. The visitors of
ThaiFest already had the oppor tunity to get a taste of that at the beginning of the year. At
the end of Januar y, Russian wholesaler Astkol- Alfa invited trade members and producers to
South-East Asia to combine networking, product presentations, and relaxation. Given the
success of the event, it is no wonder that there will be another ThaiFest next year, and CEO
Leonid Fishman is determined to do one better in 2016. In our EAN inter view, he told us about
his plans for changes in the event programme, and he explained why ThaiFest is the per fect
oppor tunity for international producers to establish contacts in the Russian adult market.
e xclusiv e

S

ome time has passed since the last ThaiFest. When

you look back, how pleased are you with the event?

Could you point out one highlight for us?
Leonid E. Fishman: It was a huge event, so much energy!
Everybody benefited from the opportunities, the communication, and the rest - ThaiFest 2015 had it all. We were
glad to see our regular partners, who already know what
ThaiFest is about and how it works. Also we were equally
happy to welcome new partners, companions, and friends.
We are very pleased with how everything went.
In the wake of ThaiFest 2015, many orders were placed,
reflecting the trade members' interest in the products.
I want to point out once more that the product presentations were all of the best quality. Nobody can do
that better than the manufacturers. And after such a
presentation - the product will be bought. Without a presentation, without information or a story about the product,
it is of no interest and the trade members will not buy it.
After the event, we seize the opportunity to think about
what was done well and what will need to change.
Therefore,

our whole team Is now working on the

programme for ThaiFest 2016. We pay attention to every
detail to make it even better and interesting and pleasant
for all of our guests.
What makes Thailand such a special location for you to
host your event there?
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Leonid E. Fishman: There is a special atmosphere in

visitors are divided into groups of 5-6 people. Consequently,

Thailand. Nature is a paradise, you have the sea, sun,

the number of groups depends on the number of visitors.

beach, palm trees, the local flavour. At the time of the

Each manufacturer has a place (table and chairs) in the

event, it is winter in Russia and very cold, everything is

conference hall where the training sessions take place.

covered in snow. And when we arrive in Thailand, we are

There are three days of product training, with six training

in the summer in the middle of the winter. The change of

sessions a day, each training session taking 40 minutes.

climate is very welcome. It is definitely pleasant to work in

Clients move from one table to the next, from one

such an atmosphere and have the opportunity to

manufacturer to the next. To learn about the products in

combine work and pleasure. All of things are factored in

such a personal manner is the best way to acquaint the

our decision to host the event in Thailand.

participants with all the characteristics of the items, their

In 2016, the programme will allow us to split the event into

qualities, characteristics, methods of use etc.

two parts – a business part in China and an informal part

This way all product can be shown during the training

in Thailand. Separating of the activities in such a way will

sessions, and all questions can be answered. And the

be a big plus for our partners and manufacturers and will

trade members visiting ThaiFest get all the information

help avoid unnecessary problems importing samples.

about the products. Also, the participants have the
opportunity to immediately place pre-orders for the

What makes ThaiFest such a pleasant event is the

products they liked.

combination of business and leisure. You are planning to

After this part, the event continues in a more relaxed

improve this, by splitting the week up into a business and

manner. That doesn't mean that participants can't still

a holiday part. Why did you choose to do so?

talk shop and solve business issues, but there is no

Leonid E. Fishman: I just want to say that there is no clear

strict timetable, and the surroundings are more

division into these two parts, the business component is

comfortable. For instance, why not talk by the pool or on

present throughout the entirety of ThaiFest. That means

the beach? Everyone, who participates in ThaiFest can

that on all days, all participants have the opportunity to

decide independently.

do business, develop relationships, communicate, and
so on. The first three days of product training and

Which aspects of your show will be changed next year?

presentations follows a clearly defined plan of action. The

Where do you see room for improvement?
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Leonid E. Fishman: In 2016, the programme of the event

Our company collects these pre-orders which means we

is separated into two parts – a business part in China and

need a price lists for your products so that we, as a potential

an informal part in Thailand. The separation of activities in

distributor, know which products you want to offer on the

such a way will be a big plus for our partners and

Russian market. After your presentation, interested

manufacturers, and it will help to avoid unnecessary

shopkeepers from all over Russia can place pre-orders for

problems with the import of samples. The business part will

the products they liked, we then sign a contract and import

take place in China (Shenzhen), 21 - 23 January, 2016,

the items to Russia. You may even bring samples of your

the informal part will then be held in the Kingdom of

products to ThaiFest 2016 and distribute them at the

Thailand (Koh Chang), 24 - 30 January 2016.

event - it will make for an excellent advertisement for

Compared to previous ThaiFests, we will improve

your products!

technology training and presentations to make this process
more fruitful, profitable, and interesting. This way, it will also
become much easier to internalise the information gained
in the training sessions. We will add interactivity to the
process of training so it is easier to put the information
in perspective.

.................
In 2016, the programme will allow us
to split the event into two parts – a
business part in China and an informal
part in Thailand. ”
................................

“

This event caters mostly to the Russian market. Why
is it also important for an international audience

Right now, there is some tension between Russian and

and manufacturers?

Western politicians which is having a bad influence on

Leonid E. Fishman: Since the Russian market for adult

trade relations. Do you see any change in the Russian

products is on a path of accelerated growth and

erotic industry as a result of this situation? Do you expect

development, our event is naturally important for all

these tensions to be resolved until the next ThaiFest?

international audiences and manufacturers. They have a

Leonid E. Fishman: The financial crisis is felt in our country,

unique opportunity to take part at ThaiFest, to present their

because it has decreased the solvency of the population.

products, to advertise themselves, and to take their place

But in our industry, the crisis is not really a big factor. All of

in the promising Russian market for adult product. Therefore,

our partners are smart and reasonable people. They are

as already noted, ThaiFest is not a local event but in fact

sympathetic to the situation with this political crisis. We

a great opportunity for manufacturers from all over

have a good relationship with our international partners,

the world.

and we cherish these partnerships. From our side, we want
to continue to feel the support of our Western partners,

If a manufacturer is still uncertain about whether he should

which is something that we really appreciate and value.

attend or not, how would you convince him to attend?
Leonid E. Fishman: I'd tell him what I just told you: ThaiFest

Who can industry members turn to, if they want to

2016 allows you to meet store owners from all over Russia.

take part?

At ThaiFest 2016, manufacturers and buyers come

Leonid E. Fishman: If you have any questions, please,

together to talk about your products and about ways to

don't hesitate to ask us:

present these products so they get bought! When you

Darya Tatarnikova

have pointed out the advantages of your products, the

tda@astkol.com

shop owners may well realize that it is just the product they

Skype: otek_14

need! So you have the unique opportunity to enter the

Tel.: +7(495) 787-98-83, 787-98-84

Russian adult market, simply by visiting ThaiFest 2016.

Marina Pavlova

You will be able to personally present your products, show

pmv@astkol.com

all its strong points. And did I mention that the Russian

Skype: pavlova-m

shop owners can place pre-order for your items?

Tel.: +7(495) 787-98-83, 787-98-84
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Brian Sloan
Q ue s t io n s & A n s w e rs

If you woke up in the middle of the night to the sight or
twenty Chicago policemen who wanted to arrest you because you are accused of selling human bones, having
a university degree in law is definitely an advantage –
all the more if the allegations are actually true. For tunately for Brian Sloan, he had such a degree, even though
he didn't need it in the end as his bone business was perfectly legal. In the meantime, Brian has chosen a safer line
of work in the erotic industr y, bringing us products such as Autoblow 2 or Slaphappy. And since he doesn't feel the need to relax, he even has time to run a marathon in Nor th Korea.
exclusive

W

ith the technological advance we see today,

much potential the industry had, especially online. I hi-

aren't you afraid that sex robots will take over

red some programmers to create a website for my own

the world one day?

brand of fetis hwear and everything grew from there.

Brian: I’d welcome it because I’d be the one
manufacturing them.

If you weren’t in this industry, what would you be doing
now?

What was your childhood ambition?

Brian: Probably a criminal defence attorney.

Brian: I had a thing for fireworks as a child and wanted
to be a pyro technician who blew things up in films. Ot-

What was the biggest step in your career?

herwise I didn’t have a specific ambition until later in

Brian: There’s no single step, but there were a few key

life.

steps – moving to China and learning how to hire top
freelancers online have been key moves.

How did you get into the love toy industry?
Brian: As a law student I attended an antique auction

Where do you see yourself in 10 years’ time?

with a friend and then became obsessed with buying

Brian: Living in Europe. I think at some time I’d like to sell

things from the antique auctions near my law school

my adult products business and start a new one with a

and selling them on eBay. After I graduated from law

concept I have about the funeral industry. There are

school I expanded from antiques to anything I could

only a few things people do: have sex, eat, go to the

buy inexpensively at bankruptcy auctions. I learned a

toilet, and die. After I create something in the funeral in-

lot during my two years of doing that, but ultimately the

dustry it will leave only two fields: eating and toilet-related.

business wasn’t scalable enough. At one point, I started
importing latex fetish wear and selling it on eBay. My

How do you envisage the future of the love toy industry?

fetish wear business gave me exposure to the rest of

Brian: The future of this industry is online and more frag-

the adult toy industry and it became clear to me how

mented. A lot of store owners and distributors are
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fighting against the internet when in

in Beijing and ride out to the moun-

Brian: I’m not bothered by naked

fact they should be profiting from

tains when I can. I also travel a lot –

people.

it. As the industry moves online,

this year I went to Albania and will

technology oriented smaller players

visit Montenegro and Croatia in July.

You have a month’s holiday. Where

will become more profitable and

Every year I have a target of at least

would you go?

the larger companies will lose

one “challenging” country to visit…

Brian: Road trip all over central Asia

market share unless they skip or de-

last year I ran in a marathon in North

– the stans. Turkmenistan is pretty

vote less attention to traditional dis-

Korea. Before that I took a road trip

high on my list right now!

tribution methods. We will see more

through a 5 of countries in Africa.

manufacturers selling direct to con-

Which three things would you take

sumers and more distributors carry-

Who would you consider your role

with you to a deserted island?

ing fewer outside brands and selling

model and why?

Brian: Dental floss, a handgun, and

more of their own internal branded

Brian: I’ve never considered others

satellite phone

white label products. Old style adult

as role models.
If you could swap lives with some-

shops for the most part, will close.
Which personal success are you

body for a day, who would it be?

What is your idea of a perfect wor-

proud of?

Brian: I never developed feelings

king day?

Brian: Except for as a student, I’ve

that I wanted to experience the life

Brian: Pretty much my working day

never held a job working for

of any other person. I’m quite

most days – answer emails in the

someone else.

happy as myself.

lunch around 12pm, start my work

What do you particularly like about

Is there anything you would never

at 1 at my favourite café and stay

yourself?

do again?

online until 8-9 working. I don’t have

Brian: Oh god, that’s a weird

Brian: I had a side business

an office, so anywhere with good

question. I like that I perceive things

importing and selling human bones

table height, low noise level, and

in a way that is noticeably different

in about 2006. It ended badly with

strong coffee is ok for me.

from others. I think it comes across

a misunderstanding, 20 Chicago

to anyone who meets me and in

cops

the way I market my products.

apartment at 2am, and me on the

morning, gym around 10:30am,

How do you relax after work?
Brian: I don’t really like to relax. I

and

detectives

in

my

news around the world for a day. I

don’t view my work as “work” in the

What song do you sing in the

would never operate a business

traditional sense either. I’m doing

shower?

selling people’s bones again – it’s

something I love doing. Everyday is

Brian: Not much of a shower singer

not worth the trouble.

challenging and in my non-working

myself.

time I like also like to do something
challenging,

just

not

business

related. I have a motorcycle here

Do you have some good advice
Who would you never ever like to

you want to share with our readers?

see naked?

Brian: Weird marketing works.
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